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EDITORIAL.
photograph of H .R .H.
0 URthesouvenir
Duke of Gloucester, unlike most
souvenirs, is not a memento of a happy
occasion . Within a day or two of this
number's publication he will be leaving
the Regiment to sail on his African tour,
and we are to go to Egypt without him.
Of all the roles a prince has to play, this
one loves best that of professional
soldier .
If the choice were his, the
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ordinary life of an ordinary officer is what
he would choose.
Unfortunately, the lower oriental classes
could not comprehend this . Their idea of
royalty is a mysterious personage seated
on a vast pile of cushions behind a series
of closely-guarded curtains seldom visible,
and then only when surrounded by the full
pomp and panoply of majesty . They could
not understand a prince driving his own
car (hatless, of course) to the polo ground
or race-course, or riding at the tail of his
squadron out to the training ground . In
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fact, the very qualities that have endeared
him to the Regiment, to say nothing of
the whole British public, would be a
stumbling block and a cause of misunderstanding out there.
We shall all take his picture out with
us, and hope that it will not be very
frayed and damaged before he is back
again with the Regiment.
We wish him the best of good fortune,
good sport and good health, and rejoice
that we need not say " good-bye " but
only " au revoir ."

*

*

*

Writing of Lord Byng in our last issue,
we said " should any serious trouble arise
in the near future and a big man be
required for a big job, all eyes will turn
to this very famous 10th Hussar ." We
had in mind, of course, some military
emergency or one of Imperial importance,
therefore the news that he had been
appointed Chief Commissioner of Police
came as a shock to most of us . Somehow
we felt the Home Secretary had set a man
to do a boy's job . Only when we realize
how the Savidge case has undermined the
public's confidence in the Police, and consider of what vital importance to the
nation is the re-establishment of that
confidence do we understand that the
emergency is worthy of the man chosen to
meet it.
We soldiers have no politics, but the
opposition of certain disgruntled obstructionists has only succeeded in showing
us more clearly the wisdom of Sir
Joynson Hicks in calling upon Lord
Byng's services . Our Colonel has the
love, respect and trust of tens of
thousands of loyal citizens, and with him
at their head the Police will regain in full
measure the respect and trust that has
been the chief factor in making them the
finest Police Force in the world . We were
wrong . It is not a boy's job, but a big
man's, and the Home Secretary has
picked the biggest possible for the job.
*
*
The first indication of the popularity
of the revived GAZETTE came to the
Editor ' s notice within half an hour of the
arrival of the printer's van in barracks.
The waiter had entered the ante-room
of the Officers' Mess and placed on the
table a large stack of GAZETTES, clean and
fresh in their first flush of youth . As the

officers came in one by one for their midmorning refreshment, the pile on the table
quickly decreased in size . There fell then
a deep and unusual silence, only broken by
an occasional chuckle or a muffled remark
from different corners of the room.
The Editor, sitting on the fender,
experienced all the pangs of an expectant
father . Would it be a boy or a girl or
twins ?—I mean, would it be acclaimed a
success, a partial success, or a disastrous
failure?
The half-hour ' s silence became threequarters—fifty minutes—he fidgeted restlessly.
At last the spell was broken . The door
opened . Pained surprise, changing to
righteous indignation, was plain to see on
the face of him who stood there . All
glances switched quickly from the GAZETTE
to the new arrival, then guiltily to the
clock . . . .
" Since when and by whose order have
officers ceased to attend stables? "
There was a note in the Colonel's voice
that brought us all hurriedly to our feet.
Gone were the expressions of amusement and interest from officers' faces.
The last chuckle died to choking cough.
Now there were only looks of guilt,
apprehension and shame—with one exception . As the Editor hurried out his
repentant mien was marred by a smirk of
satisfaction that bade fair to become a
grin of triumph . " If the GAZETTE,
scarcely an hour old, could make so many
conscientious officers forget their duties,
it was, indeed, an instrument of power! "
*
*
*
Our heartiest congratulations to Col.
Malise Graham and old Broncho on their
success at Olympia this year . It was with
the greatest delight we watched their performances . We could only liken the
perfect understanding and harmony of
this partnership to that of a pair of professional dancers, so smooth was it . In
years past, when describing a had horseman the public were wont to use the
expression : " He rides like a
soldier! " After witnessing such great
artists as our late Colonel, Col . Geoffrey
Brooke, Capt . de Fontblanque, and Capt.
Dudgeon=to mention at random only a
few stars—the expression has become as
meaningless and out of date as the Dodo .
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In our last number we remarked that
we had noticed Mr . Vokins in strict
training for the Modern Pentathlon, and
we now heartily congratulate him on
gaining third place, and so winning the
bronze medal.
In the final placings and results his
position was as follows :
Order of Merit .—Third (32 points).
Fencing .—Second.
Swimming .—Third (6 min . 22 sec .)
Revolver Shooting .—Seventh (126).
Cross-Country Riding .—Unqualified.
Cross-Country (21 miles over obstacles,
standard 17 min .) .—Fifth (14 min . 14 3-5
sec .).
We are sure that if Mr . Vokins had
had better luck in the Cross-Country
Riding his name would be higher up in
the " Order of merit ."
*
* *
Our heartiest congratulations to
R .Q .M .S . Mason on his splendid achievements at Bisley . We are exceedingly
proud to know that a member of this
Regiment put up such a wonderful show
against the finest shots in the world.
*
* *
We are pleased to hear that Brigadier
Harman was extremely pleased with the
work of the Regiment when he visited us
on July 20th, 1928 .
*
* *
We sincerely congratulate Capt.
Gairdner for not only representing the
Army in the golf match in Holland, but
on also winning the Open Amateur Golf
Championship of Holland.
*
* *
Congratulations to Major W . H . Druce,
D .C .M ., on attaining field rank! also to
Lt . Dawnay and L ./Cpl . Frisby for
obtaining " Special Certificates " at the
Equitation School .
*
* *
On May 21st eight N .C .Os . and men of
the 11th Hussars joined us, and we hope
that they have settled down and are happy
with us, and that their stay will be a
pleasant one .
*
* *
During the last quarter 118 recruits
joined the Regiment . We wish them the
best of luck and a pleasant tour of service
with us .
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Two of our footballers have left during
the quarter . We wish them every success
in civil life, also all the others who have
left the Regiment.

OBITUARY.
have just heard of the death
of an old bandsman of the
Tenth—" Monkey " Duncan.
" Monkey " came from the Duke
of York's Royal Military School,
and was considered a brilliant
clarinettist.
After serving with the Tenth, the
Royal Artillery and a Guards hand,
he went to South Africa to "take
up " a very tempting musical post.
Unfortunately shortly after his
arrival in South Africa he died
suddenly.
Poor " Monkey" was very popular with all who knew him, and no
doubt many " ex-Dukies " can remember the time when he volunteered to perform the role of
" Vitrio," the human ostrich . His
particular part was to eat coal,
coke, brickdust, paper, chalk, slate
pencils, and various other succulent
things . The last of these tempting
morsels was a piece of mottled
soap . It is needless to say that
after devouring this feast he was
carried to hospital, and remained
there for a few days with castor oil
as his chief food.

W

E

We also regret to announce the
death by pneumonia of ex-Trooper
Turner, of "C " Squadron, who,
since he left the Regiment, has
been employed on the Underground Railway.
Andy Turner was a regular attender of the Dance Halls in
Aldershot, and since he entered
civilian life he was the secretary of
the Tenth Hussars Old Comrades'
Social Committee, who from time
to time have organised some enjoyable dances .
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THE BIG PARADE.
ITHIN half an hour of the Squadron

W Leaders being summoned to Regimental Office, a certain restless activity
had broken out throughout the Regiment.
Soldiers, in canvas, on hands and knees
searched for weeds in unaccustomed
places ; there started a hurrying stream of
paint-smeared beings between the R .E.
Yard and the Machine Gun Squadron
stables . Squadron storemen, first servants, and all those whom one somehow
associates with " the brush and pail
slouch," began to walk about in an
unusually martial manner.
Officers scanned threadbare serges with
obvious anxiety, and here and there went
to the expense of a new set of medal
ribbons, and there was a virulent outbreak of new brown gloves amongst the
subalterns.
In the Officers' Mess curtains were
hung where curtains had never been
before, and carpets laid where formerly
footsteps had clanged coldly on bare
stone.
On the barrack square, mysterious
white lines and confusing circular spots
were painted sufficient to give a traffic
" cop " a nightmare . Even the Colonel
was caught scrutinizing different pictures
and pieces of plate, and muttering over
and over again to himself, " Bought
from the prize money of Waterloo, " or
" Presented to the Regiment in 1872 by
Her late Majesty ."
The civilian workmen repairing the
lavatory of the Officers' Mess forbore to
sit on their pile of debris for longer
periods than an hour, and were heard to
whistle " Rule Britannia " as they lounged
to and fro . Mrs . Harris was twice
caught in the act of practising a curtsey
before a bowl of cabbages.
His Majesty the King was coining to
visit us on Saturday!
The Day dawned just like any other
day, but, while His Majesty was no doubt
toying with a royal kidney, the recruits
were already paraded in their best upon
the square and given one final "One stop,
two Stop, THREE!! ! "
Not until eleven-forty, when, washed,
polished, and equipped in our best, our
lines dressed to a hair ' s breadth, and our

leaders on their bases, did we have a
respite in which to breath normally again.
We were conscious then that human
efforts could achieve no more . If Tpr.
Blogg's serge still ruckled across the
shoulders, it would still ruckle on Judgment Day . If L ./Cpl . Podge ' s stomach
was not withdrawn and compressed to its
minimum now, it never could be . If
Bdsn . Fife's boots were still greasy, he
was not the liar we thought him, and
they were different boots from any ever
issued before.
Yet, in almost every mind there was a
canker of anxiety . Would the straw,
blown up by the draught, stick to the wet
paint on the stable buckets? Could His
Majesty possibly go round by the back
entrance of Headquarters where those
ashbins had not been emptied? Could he
detect the hastily-covered oil stain on
Smith's pants? Would he look in the
manger of C44? Tpr . Scabbard suddenly
remembered that it was there that he had
left his coupons for the Daily Sketch
Beauty Prize . Most of us were thinking of something of the sort when the
clock struck twelve, and the Colonel
cleared his throat preparatory to calling
us up.
After that, all seemed over in a very
short space of time . The impressive
Royal Salute and the breaking of the
Royal Standard, the ranking past when
we could get our first real close-up of His
Majesty ; the cheering (Lord! how we
cheered!) ; another salute ; and then it was
all over.
Blogg's serge, Podge's stomach, Fife's
boots, and C44 ' s manger had faded into
the limbo of yesterday's troubles.
We saw the officers being presented
one by one to His Majesty, and wondered
if the Duke of Gloucester said " Good
morning, Father," or what . We saw him
go to the Sergeants ' Mess, where he
chatted with R .Q .M .S . Mason about
Bisley and the cups he had won . He
visited the stables ; stood for a few seconds
in silence before the War Memorial ; and
then, after being photographed with the
officers and the sergeants, he disappeared
into the Officers' Mess . We know what
he had for luncheon : the waiters told us.
They told us, too, of how he laughed and
joked, and how he chatted with Mr.
Harvey about his ride in the Grand

-

VISIT OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING TO THE REGIMENT.

His Majesty and the Officers .

[Photo : Cromwell Studio, Hounslow.

[Photo : " Graphic Photo Union," London, W .C .I.

His Majesty and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants .

VISIT OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING TO THE REGIMENT .

[Photo : Graphic Photo Union.

1 .-Inspection by His Majesty .
2 .-Officers being presented to His Majesty.
3 .-His Majesty, Captain H .R .H . The Duke of Gloucester, K .G ., G .C .V.O ., Lieut .-Colonel V. J . Greenwood, M .C.
4 .-The Regiment cheering His Majesty .
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National ; how that he had already seen
the GAZETTE ; and how pleased and happy
he seemed.
That night, we all received our meed
of praise . A Special Order of the Day
was issued, which read as follows :
" The King wishes me to tell you what

pleasure it gave him to visit to-day the
10th Royal Hussars, with whom His
Majesty's family has so long and close
an association.
"The King, as Colonel-in-Chief,
observed with much satisfaction the smart
appearance of the Regiment on parade,
including the young soldiers recently
joined.
In the period of foreign service which
lies ahead, the King can confidently rely
on all ranks to carry on the best traditions
of the 10th Royal Hussars.
" (Sd .) V . J . GREENWOOD, Lt .-Col.
" Comdg . 10th (P .W .O .) Royal
Hussars . "

POLO NOTES.
to the dry weather, polo
O WING
started punctually this year on May
2nd, and has continued almost without
interruption ever since up to the time of
writing . The grounds have been hard,
but ponies have stood it well when one
considers that they have had to go seven
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and a half miles each way to Roehampton
and Ranelagh, mostly on the tarmac.
What we have missed most is a practice
ground to knock about on ; also slow
practice games in which to bring on
young players and ponies . It has been a
case of either playing in matches and
tournaments or not at all . Teams from
this Regiment have played in the following tournaments :
Roehampon Low Handicap . Two
teams were entered . " B " were beaten
in the first round by Hardwicke . " A "
team beat Coverwood in the first round,
and Hardwicke in the second . In the third
round they were beaten by Merchiston,
the eventual winners, after a good game.
"A" team were composed of Hignett
(I), Richardson (2), Gairdner (3), and
Horne (back) . At Aldershot " A " Team
were beaten in the first round of the Open
Tournament after a good game by the
16th/5th Lancers (the eventual winners).
In the Subsidiary Tournament " A "
Team beat the King's Dragoon Guards
Subalterns and 17th/21st Lancers in the
first and second rounds, and won the final,
beating the 13/18th Hussars Subalterns
6—4 . " A " Team were composed of
Harvey (I), Richardson (2), Gairdner (3),
and Horne (back).
In the Inter-Regimental we met the
Bays in the first round, and were beaten
11 goals to 6, which reads worse than it
really was, as we had an unfortunate lapse
in the first chukker, and the Bays scored
four goals . After that it was a very even
game, with lots of galloping, the Bays
having rather the advantage in pony
power . On handicap the Bays would
have had to allow us five goals start.
They eventually got into the final, and
were only beaten by the 17th/21st Lancers
by one goal . The Regimental Team was
composed of Harvey (1), Richardson (2),
Gairdner (3), and Horne (back) . In the
Subalterns' Tournament the following
played : Dawnay (1), Harvey (2), Hignett
(3), and Archer Shee (hack) . They were
beaten in the first round by the Blues.
A team made up of the Duke of
Gloucester, the Colonel, Gairdner and
Harvey went down and played at Exeter
and Bristol in July, winning both tournaments with the greatest ease, and making
quite a name for themselves in the west
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country polo circles .
Details of this
appear elsewhere.
In the Roehampton Inter-Regimental,
played on handicap, the Regimental Team
beat the 7th Hussars in the first round by
8 goals to 5, getting six goals start on
handicap . In the second round we met
the King's Dragoon Guards, the holders
of the cup, and after an excellent game,
getting six goals start, we won comfortably by 9 goals to 6 . This was a good
galloping game, in which our ponies quite
held their own . Everyone played well up
to their handicaps, Gairdner being in his
best form, and Archer-Shee showing
great promise . This win put us in the
final against the 16/5th Lancers, who
had not had a game since the previous
Wednesday, whereas our ponies had to
play on two consecutive days . We also
had His Majesty the King's visit in the
morning, which meant a foot parade in
very hot weather, and consequently we
arrived at Roehampton a little jaded.
Our chance of winning lay in a quick
beginning and going all out to get goals
in the first three chukkers while the ponies
were fresh . This we managed to do, and
at half-time we had scored three goals to
our opponents' one, giving us a lead of
7 goals to 1, including our 4 goals
start . Things did not go quite so well for
the rest of the game ; we had not less
than three fouls given against us, two of
which produced goals . Our ponies were
very tired, but we managed to keep our
lead till the end, and eventually won by
7 goals to 6.
Everyone was very pleased, as this is
the first tournament of any importance
that the Regiment has won since South
Africa, and rather a feather in our caps
after the pessimistic remarks which were
made at the Regimental Dinner this year.
When we brought the cup back to the
Mess, it was very nice to find a telegram
of congratulation from His Majesty the
King . The team was as follows :—
Harvey (i),, Richardson (2), Gairdner (3),
and Archer-Shee (back).
Looking back on the past season, the
outstanding player has been Gairdner . A
long hitter and a great worker, he has
played consistently well, and richly
deserves his increase of handicap from
three to four . Harvey, although not well
mounted, always rode hard and got

through a lot of work . He is well worth
his handicap . Dawnay and Archer-Shee
have both improved, especially the latter,
who played really well in the last tournament . The Duke of Gloucester did not
play as regularly as usual, but in the
" Western Tour " he showed that he is a
very accurate shot at goal . Wingfield
promises well for a beginner, and will
improve with plenty of polo in Cairo.
As to the future, we all expect to get a
lot of polo in Egypt, and are shipping
about twenty-five poines to Cairo on
September 1st . Pat O'Callaghan, who is
already out there, is buying up any likely
ponies on the spot . With a view to
having young ponies coming on, Major
S . C . Deed, who served in the Regiment
during the war, has been asked to buy
ten or twelve Argentine ponies and ship
them direct to Cairo . Major Deed is a
very good judge of ponies, and bought
twenty-four for the Royals last year, of
which I hear very good reports.
OUR WESTERN TOUR.
I don't know whose suggestion it was,
or even if it was anybody's suggestion.
Perhaps it was the combined longing of
a number of people for the open spaces.
At any rate, by the middle of June
the idea of sending a polo team to
Exeter and Bristol to compete in their
annual tournaments was well established,
and the only question was who should
comprise the team . Eventually the following sent their ponies to Exeter :
I . H .R .H . the Duke of Gloucester.
2. Mr . C . B . Harvey.
3. Capt . C . H . Gairdner.
4. Col . V . J . Greenwood.
The team itself motored down on
Tuesday, July 3rd, to Rockbean Manor,
where Col . and Mrs . Follett entertained
them for the week . Here all was as it
should be . Her cook was an artist, the
wine excellent, and the beds well aired.
In the morning there was clay pigeon
shooting and squash ; in the afternoon
golf and tennis, and the days sped by all
too quickly . Almost before they knew it,
the players were hurrying back to
answer the relentless call of duty amidst
the mournful beauties of Hounslow.
After a couple of harassing days of
work the tour of the West recommenced .
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This time the team was split up, some
staying at Badminton and some at
Bradley Court . Once more the delectable
round of country amusements ; once more
the delicious and unaccustomed thrill of
staying in bed until after eight ; once
more the wine with beaded bubbles winking at the brim and the lavender-scented
sheets . Five days of ease like a delicious
oasis in the desert of duty . On Sunday,
July 15th, the team returned sadly to
Hounslow, and our tour was ended.
The Editor has suddenly reminded me
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EXETER.

Taunton Vale (received ), 13—2z.
Exeter " B" (received 3), 9-3v . Exeter " A " (received 1> ), 13—41. .
BRISTOL.

West Gloucester " A," won 8-11.
Hampshire Cross, won 6-1.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF POLO.
This ancient game owes its origin to
the Persian kings of the Median Empire,

[Photo : Pout, Exeter

10th HUSSARS POLO TEAM .
Col . V. J . Greenwood .

Capt. C . H . Gairdner .

that this is an account of a polo tour in
the West, and not a rhapsody on the good
things of life . Well, the team, in spite of
the counter-attractions, managed to keep
its eye on the ball, and won both the
Exeter and Bristol Challenge Cups . At
Exeter they beat Exeter in the final by
13 goals to 4i
., after giving 11 goals
start . At Bristol, after the ponies had
been paraded in the manner of an International contest, the 10th beat a team of
3rd/6th Dragoon Guards by 6 goals to 1.
The following are the full results
esults : —

H.R .H . The Duke of Gloucester.

Mr . C . B . Harvey.

and the earliest reliable records place it
at about 600 B .C.
Many centuries later the game spread
to India, and reached its zenith during
the Mogul Empire, about the time of the
Tudors onwards . In its early days it was
called Chaugan, but seems to have been
otherwise identical with the modern
game . There is, I believe, a picture in
the British Museum, dating from the time
of Akbar the Great, which shows four
ladies, mounted on ponies, whose legs
(the ponies) are bandaged much as they
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are to-day, playing riding astride . As
this would be somewhere about i600 A .D .,
the present polo-playing girl that one
sometimes sees photographed in the
weekly papers, is not quite as modern as
might be supposed, merely dating back
some 300 years!
With the decline of the Moguls, polo
almost died out, and only existed among
the Manipuris, who lived to the east of
the Punjab, and whom we must thank for
keeping the game alive.
Polo was introduced into England in
1870 by officers of the Tenth, as a result
of their reading a description of the
Manipuri game . The first games took
place near Caesar's Camp at Aldershot.
Officers rode chargers, and used golf
clubs and a billiard ball . These very soon
gave way to sticks like very long hockey
sticks and whitened cricket balls . The
9th Lancers followed our lead in the
following year, and when the Regiment moved to Hounslow the first match
was played . This took place on the
Heath between the 9th and ourselves . It
was played eight a side, and lasted an
hour and a half, with a ten-minute
breather at half-time . The game was
remarkable, apparently more for the
strength of the players' language than
anything else . It was started by both
sides lining up some distance from the
centre of the ground . The ball was then
thrown in by a mounted Sergeant-Major
of the Regiment, who decamped hastily,
as this was the signal for both sides to
race for the ball, which dangerous proceeding perhaps accounted for the ensuing language . The Regiment won by the
odd goal in five . A very large number
of the elite came down from London to
watch the " hockey on horseback," which
is significant of the interest aroused, as in
those days of coaches and carriages the
journey must have taken some time.
History relates that the ground was completely surrounded by the various
equipages . Whether the same unlucky
animal had to carry " master " the whole
of one half, or whether a second mount
was in waiting for him to change on to,
history does not say.
Imagine sixteen bewhiskered players,
wearing tasselled caps, swiping, jostling
and cursing, hemmed in on all sides by
the chaises, barouches and coaches hear-

ing their crinolined lady-loves, and you
have a picture of the first English polo
match.

REMARKS REMINISCENT
OF AN OLD TENTH.
imminence of the Regiment's
T HE
embarkation for foreign service
impels congratulations to all whose good
fortune it will be to make their first
voyage to the East, with the Regiment
under modern conditions.
In mood reminiscent, a typical dismal
December morning of many years ago is
recalled, when a draft set out from
Canterbury, to join the Regiment in
India . The prevalent cheerless conditions, however, failed signally to depress
the lads whose thoughts had for months
been projected to the goal they .desired—
the Regiment—their Regiment.
Led by the Band of the Cavalry Depot,
accompanied by the cheers of those left
behind, the draft marched happily to the
station, entrained for Portsmouth, and
detrained at the jetty, near which lay the
old East Indian troopship, H .M .S . Malabar.
The trooping in those days was done
by the Royal Navy ; the troops were
subject to naval discipline ; the naval
ratings rather affected pity for the
soldiers,'' and a slight superiority
which, of course, the soldiers could not
recognize . At all times, the greatest
comradeship existed between the two
Services between decks.
One of the draft now for the first time
set foot upon a ship . He trod tentatively
upon the deck, then stamped upon it, and
exclaimed complacently : " Ah! no fear
of sea-sickness on this boat ." He had
been regaled by yarns of the old soldiers
who had returned from India to the
Depot, about the disadvantages of seavoyaging, and he had never before seen
a larger tract of water than the Thames.
The Malabar impressed him with its
stability, and his disquiet was allayed.
He thought that the roughest sea could
not make such a ship quiver . The sequel
was provided by the second day of the
voyage . He was reported absent . Not
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until three days had elapsed was he discovered : then he emerged from the
sanctuary of a ventilator, in which he had
sought refuge . He subsequently avowed
that he would " never return home," but
he did, as jauntily as any, when the
Regiment embarked for home, on H .M .S.
Jumna, on February 6th, 1884, " did his
twenty-one, and is now, it is hoped,
enjoying honourable retirement.
The whole of the troops on board were
composed of drafts for India . Immediately on embarkation, they were told off
to messes, fire stations, and sleeping
quarters . The Tenth ' s hammocks were
to be slung on the lower troop deck, a
not too-desirable location . It was lit by
what poets term " a dim religious light,"
and its atmosphere was not over-fragrant
during the trans-Bay of Biscay period, but
nothing could quell the cheeriness during
those twenty-one days on the lower deck
voyaging from Portsmouth to Bombay.
At the first meal, the mess utensils were
issued . They were not many ; they consisted of one mug and one tin plate to
each man . The daily bill of fare was : —
Breakfast .—One pint of tea, sweetened,
but no milk ; one pound of ship's biscuit.
Dinner .—Three-quarters of a pound of
salt pork ; one pint of porter ; threequarters of a pound of potatoes (condensed).
Tea (termed Supper) .—Tea, as for
breakfast, with what remained of the
pound of ship's biscuit.
This was never varied except on Sundays, when plum-duff was a ration ; there
were " Pussyfoots " even in those days,
and they found no difficulty in exchanging their porter for pudding . Fresh
meat and fresh bread were unknown, and
there was no canteen at which the ship's
ration could be supplemented . The
avidity with which fresh " roti " (issued
as a ration on arrival at the Bunder,
Bombay) was attacked, can be imagined.
To-day, what a contrast in conditions
on a transport! You will discover it for
yourselves . But gladly would many old
Tenths embark for Egypt with you next
month . They envy you your sojourn in
Cairo, to be followed by the unquestionable attraction of service in India—with
your own pals.
Greetings to you all .
Bon voyage!

FLUTTERS FROM "H .Q ."
WING.
E again proved to be the best shoot-

W ing squadron on this year's course

at Pirbright ; this, no doubt, can be
attributed to the excellent preliminary
training carried out under S .S .M . Lowe!
R .Q .M .S . Mason and Sergt . Buck must
be heartily congratulated on their performances in the Regimental Rifle Meeting . In the Regimental Aggregate, the
former came first, and Sergt . Buck
second . Since then, R .Q .M .S . Mason
has done some excellent shooting, both in
Wales and at Bisley, carrying off two
cups . He is, in fact, a very promising
young soldier, and with a few more years '
experience may turn into a first-class
shot!!
In the Troop Cricket Competition, our
hopes ran high when we beat " C3," only
to be quickly dashed to the ground when
C2," the eventual winners, defeated us.
In the Squadron Cricket Tournament,
we have, in conjunction with " M .G ."
Squadron, done quite satisfactorily, but,
in order to win the competition, we shall
have to beat " A" Squadron twice . Our
first game, against " C " Squadron,
resulted in a narrow victory by 5 runs.
Sergt . Wormald was responsible for a
breezy 29 at a critical stage in the game.
Our next match was with " A " Squadron, and we' lost this mainly through our
fielding, which was very weak . Our
second game with " C " Squadron was
a triumph for Tptr . Forward, who bowled
in irresistible fashion, taking 8 wickets
for 32 runs . Cpl . McNeill batted excellently, and was unlucky not to reach his
half-century.
We wish Sergt . Snell every success on
his promotion to Squadron Quartermaster-Sergeant of " A " Squadron . We
notice that his fingers are as nimble as
ever on a typewriter.
The Signal Troop have just finished an
intensive training, and on Saturday,
August 25th, they " classified " (or rather
they hope they have!) . They have, at
any rate, gone on leave with the firm conviction that what they don't know about
signalling isn't worth knowing!
We have a fresh face in the Squadron,
i .e ., that of Sergt . Wilson, who was
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transferred from
M .G ." Squadron to
take up the duties of Squadron Orderly
Sergeant of Headquarters . He little
knew what he had undertaken ! As far
as his health is concerned, the job has
been the making of him!—that is if walking, as doctors maintain, is so beneficial
to the health . Unfortunately, however,
he refuses to look at the bright side of
things, and swears that he has lost at
least two stone, and from worry his hair
is fast turning white! One can hear him
muttering as he walks round barracks,
" Only another twenty days to do, thank
heavens ! '' He is, we understand, going
on a taxi-driver ' s course . We have no
doubt that this , highly-congenial occupation will suit him much better, as there
is no walking to do.
We have had a change of saddletree
makers since the last issue of the GAZETTE.
Cpl . Forty has left us, and we wish him
every success in civilian life . His place
has been taken by Cpl . Chapple, who
transferred from the 11th Hussars with
Sadd ./Cpls . Brown and Williams .
A
hearty welcome to them all.

REMINISCENCES OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.
N announcing the renewal of the publication of the 10TH ROYAL HUSSARS
REGIMENTAL GAZETTE, the Editor has
expressed a preference for articles relating
experiences in which the Regiment has
taken part . So far as there is anything
personal in that which follows, it is
inserted with the object of explaining just
how, where, when, and why the writer
came to he " taken on the strength " as
a " Tenth ."
I had had some few years ' service with
the 18th Hussars, when, on stable parade.
one evening during the later seventies,
and in course of the customary reading
of Regimental Orders for the next day,
there came the announcement of the loss
of a squadron of the Tenth . To make
up for this, ten volunteers were called for
from each of certain light cavalry regiments at that time on home service.
The Tenth were then on active service
in Afghanistan : and from subsequent
details given, we learned that in the

course of an attempt to cross the Cabul
River on a very dark night, and at what
had been supposed to he a point so
shallow as to make this safe, there had
somehow been a misunderstanding, for
the squadron went forward into water not
only quite deep, but a rushing torrent as
well . Moving under service conditions,
men and horses alike would necessarily
be under anything but light order, the
force of the torrent, however, was such
as to carry the horses off their feet . The
men, terribly handicapped as to swimming, had but little chance of anything
else than being kicked to death or so
injured as to be rendered helpless in this
way, and then sink.
At the demand for volunteers, my own
name was handed in immediately after
dismiss from stables that evening . I
have been glad of it once since, and that
has been ever since ; and now—fifty years
later—I am happy in the fact of wearing
on all occasions the badge of the
O .C .A ., X.R.H
."
After a year or two of home soldiering,
the man, who, having within that time
become efficient in all respects as a
cavalryman, and who, as such, looks
forward to having what we know as a
" run for our money," welcomes the
opportunity of taking foreign and active
service.
Such opportunity arose for me as
stated, and exactly where the Tenth
happened to he stationed at the time of
writing this, the Cavalry Barracks,
Hounslow.
My time with the 18th there meant,
on the whole, the daily round . Necessary, no doubt ; beneficial, too, in various
ways ; but, having a good deal of sameness about it . As a military station, we
found Hounslow convenient as regards
leave to London . We had out-quarters
for one squadron at Hampton Court
Palace.
I remember we found an escort on the
occasion of the Lord Mayor's Show.
which takes place on the anniversary of
the birth of the late King Edward VII—
November 9th.
One evening, we—that is, a good many
of us—assembled at the canteen, where
1 sometimes got a tune or two for them
out of a sadly ill-used old piano, when it
got round that we were favoured by quite
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unusual visitors . It turned out that
H .S .H . the Duke of Teck (the father of
Her Majesty Queen Mary) had come over
from the White House, Richmond Park,
to dine with the officers. at Mess.
After dinner, and in company with two
officers, he took it into his head (a very
handsome head it was) to look in at the
canteen, where -some singing in chorus
was going on . Very promptly-, and being
fully conversant with soldier canteen rules
as to strangers " paying footing, " an old
soldier named Ben Burton handed His
Serene Highness a very highly-polished
special pint-pot filled with canteen ale.
The Duke took it, smiled, sipped it to the
health of all present, and later arranged,
no doubt, for the carrying out of the
canteen regulation referred to as to
" paying footing ."
Shortly after this volunteering, we
ten from that regiment went through the
business of farewells, and then proceeded
on furlough for the same purpose among
our " sisters, cousins, aunts, etc ." This
over, we proceeded to Canterbury, at
that time the Cavalry Depot, and joined
the volunteers from the other regiments.
Some weeks later, we took train to
Portsmouth, where, in most particularly
dismal and cold wet weather, we went on
board the old transport of the Indian
Government, the Malabar, outward bound
for Bombay .
J . W . D . TURNER.

(To be continued .)

The following letter has been received
from an " Old Tenth " . —
"S .M . Guy need not get exasperated
over his recruits during equitation, for he
will get his full share of it when entering
civilian life.
" It is the rule with the Bournemouth
Tramways in some parts of Bournemouth
that passengers must board the tram at
one end, and alight from the other.
" A few weeks ago, I had the occasion
to shout to an old lady, The other way,
please .' She promptly turned round and
came down the staircase backwards!

looking back over the past few
months, we still think that we have
been " active ." The aforesaid activities
commenced on the morning we marched
out to Pirbright .
Ye gods! what a
flutter of excitement . After having
broken the tapes a few times, the Squadron got away nicely, and arrived in good
time . Some of the lorries became "semidetached," and got there in penny numbers, but complete, yea, even unto the
spare sparking-plug, and the SquadronLeader's bath-sponge . We were settled
very comfortably in hutments and, during
our stay, old Jupiter Pluvius behaved
himself very well, except for a couple of
minor breaks . We were pleased to meet
some of our old comrades whilst there,
and count ourselves fortunate in forming many new friendships amongst the
Brigade of Guards.
I think our N .C .Os ., after their hectic
bout of " jerking back " Musketry Regulations, can congratulate themselves on
the results attained : 65 marksmen out of
11 5 exercised.
The Rifle Meeting following the course
was a great success, although marred now
and again by ultra-heavy Scotch mists.
The Potter's Cup seemed to be looking
for a good home, so we took pity on it
and gave it one in the Squadron for a
few months . In the Sergeants' and
Squadron " Lloyd Lindsay " we were
runners-up .
Congratulations to " C
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on their success . Several N .C .Os . and
men of the Squadron secured good cash
prizes, and everyone was well satisfied.
We arrived back at Hounslow in time
to welcome our new recruits, who, to
date, all seem to be very bonny and doing
well . Here ' s hoping that they will find
their stay in the good old Regiment a
happy one.
Our Squadron Sports went off very
successfully, and some good results were
obtained, L ./Cpl . Cobb and Tpr . Gleave
doing very well in the dismounted events .

meet " H .Q . and M .G ." for the second
time of asking, and hope to give them a
run for their money.
We were pleased to greet so many of
our old comrades on the 28th, and,
judging by appearances, " civvy " life
seems to agree very well with them.
Most of them would take " S p ecials " in
jackets, S .D ., and we hope they will look
as well and hearty when next we meet.
In the Regimental Sports, which were
held on that day, we were certainly in
the first row of the stalls .
The Section

2nd TROOP, "A" SQUADRON, 10th ROYAL HUSSARS.
Winners of the "Potters" Cup, 1928.
Back Row—L ./Cpl . Thompson.
Tpr . Wass .
Tpr. Dowlman .
Farr . Savage, D .C .M.
Middle Row—Tpr. Marshall.
2/Lieut. Wingfield.
Cpl . Harrup.
Front Row—Tpr . Smith.
Tpr . Sullivan.

In the Dummy Thrusting, Sergt . Prince
secured first place, with Sergt . Wells a
very good second . In Class " B, " Cpl.
Taylor was successful, with Cpl . Davis
close on his tail . Sergts . Prince and Hart
put up a good show in Class " A " Jumping, as did Cpl . Wells and Tpr . Oliver
in " B ."
We have had some good tussles in the
Troop Cricket, " A4 " and " At " forging their way up into the semi-finals.
The results of the Squadron Cricket have
still to be decided, but we have yet to

Tent Pegging fell to our share, and in
Sword, Lance and Revolver, Sergt.
Prince and Cpls . Davis and Wells got the
others guessing . We must congratulate
Mr . Dawnay on the way he steered the
Broncho Cup team to victory, which
trophy we will try to secure a permanent
home for in " A ."
On scanning The Times one morning
over our breakfast kipper, we were
delighted to see that Capt . Gairdner had
lifted the Dutch Open Golf Championship .
Heartiest congratulations, sir!
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Rumour hath it that Hagen and Co . are
beginning to sit tip and take notice.
Our time in old England is now getting
very short . We are, indeed, on the
fringe of the mighty upheaval which is
surely coming to us, via the Quartermaster's department . Already have we
been measured, weighed, and tortured
with an instrument resembling a rusty,
second-hand " halo, " by means of which,
after much careful calculation, it has been
decided that we take a 6 3/4 or thereabouts.
One unkind soul was heard to remark
that, if brains had anything- to do with
size of hats, some people could do very
well with a walnut shell, in lieu of a topee.
" Au revoir," then, till we meet ' neath
the shadow of the Pyramids .
ALPHA.

EGYPT.
a certain amount of
A LTHOUGH
information was given in the last
concerning the preservation of
the health in tropical countries, a few
more hints will probably be acceptable
to all.
Sun-hats can be obtained very cheaply
at Port Said, but it is advisable to buy
them from recommended outfitters, and
not from the quayside hawkers, who
charge exorbitant prices.
On the railway journey do not buy
foodstuff anywhere except from the railway refreshment rooms . If purchasing
fruit, buy only that which has the skin
unbroken.
On arrival, it is advisable to inspect
your quarters thoroughly for vermin and
rats . You must never tolerate rats in or
near your quarters because they spread the
plague . If ever you find any rat-holes in
your quarters, report it at once, and have
them permanently stopped up.
Keep all your cooking utensils scrupulously clean . Aluminium utensils are
better than copper or iron ones.
Keep all food in safes or tins with wellfitting lids . Buy vegetables from the
authorized traders only.
Milk should only be bought from a
licensed vendor, and immediately it is
received it should be put on the stove and
brought just to the boiling point, then
cooled rapidly . This delays souring, and
GAZETTE
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helps to kill any harmful germs in the
milk.
The correct method of cooling is to
stand it in an ice-chest or in cold water,
or surrounding it by ice wrapped in
flannel.
Prevent dust, etc ., getting into the milk
by putting a cover over the top.
Avoid eating salad, fruit, etc ., when
away from home . Buy tinned articles
only from regimental institutes or canteens .
Be very careful where you buy
mineral water .
Bazaar-made minerals
are not usually safe .
It is also a good
plan to boil all water before using it.
Pay strict attention to personal cleanliness . A daily warm bath should be
taken by all.
It is important to get the full allowance
of sleep, especially in the case of children.
It is a good thing to make them lie down
for about two hours in the afternoon.
Things happen quickly in tropical countries, so do not delay in reporting to the
medical authorities any symptoms of illness in yourself or children.
Do not at any time leave your children,
be they girls or boys, in the care of native
men-servants, or you will be asking for
trouble . The Oriental standard of cleanliness and decent behaviour at its best is
not very high.

EPITAPHS.
this stone, under these
B ENEATH
trees,
Lies the remains of Hiram Pease.
He is not here, ' tis only his pod,
His soul is shelled out, and has gone to
God.
Here lies the body of Mary Anne Lowder
Who died while drinking a seidlitz
powder.
Torn from this world to her heavenly
rest,
She didn ' t wait till it effervesced.
*
*
*
Beneath this stone in hopes of Zion
Lies the landlord of the " Lion . "
His son keeps on the business still,
Resigned unto the heavenly will .
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CONCERNING
C " SQUADRON .

S INCE our last notes in the Regimental
GAZETTE, we have only three triumphs
to report, which is not up to the usual

form in our Squadron . These are the
winning of the Sergeants' " Lloyd Lindsay" and the Squadron "Lloyd Lindsay"
at Pirbright, and the Troop Cricket Cup
by the 2nd Troop here in Hounslow.
On the whole, the standard of shooting
at Pirbright was very high indeed, and
reflects the greatest credit on our
musketry instructors . The weather was
ideal for shooting, with the exception of
two days, when there was a high wind,
necessitating- feverish mental revision of
the wind table . We all agreed that our
little sojourn in the " Land of Bis " was
looked upon as a real holiday.
The Regimental Rifle Meeting was
spoilt by rain on the second day, but, alas,
several prizes had been won by then, and
many empty pockets filled . Our gallant
Provost Sergeant, Sergt . Bishop, upheld
the traditions of the Squadron by winning
the Dewar Shield.
Since the order of the Regiment's
departure to Egypt first appeared, things
have moved fast and furious . Squadron
offices have re-echoed day and night with
the sound of typewriters tapping out the
medical, inoculation and dental rolls.

2nd TROOP "C " SQUADRON, 10th ROYAL HUSSARS.
Winners of Troop Cricket Cup, 1928.
Back Row .—Tpr. Poulter .
Sergt . Price.
Tpr . Bettinson .
Tpr. Rose.
Middle Row .—L ./Cpl. Frisby.
Sergt . Richardson .
Lieut. Pepys. Corpl
Front Row .—Tpr . Snelling .
Tpr . Rodwell.

. Osborne .

Tpr. Lee.
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At the time of going- to press, we are
all regretting- that we shall set -foot on
foreign soil minus many familiar faces.
Those already gone are Sergt . Cotter,
who has completed twenty-one years with
the Colours ; L ./Cpl . Coyle and Tpr.
Gibson . We wish them all the best of
luck as they enter their different spheres
in civilian life .
J . T . E.
"

WEALTH ."

word " wealth" to the ordinary
T HEperson
is used in a very wide sense,
and much controversy has been caused
by the various definitions that have been
given to it . Although derived from
" weal, " an old English word, it is perhaps best defined by the word " welfare . "
This idea of wealth was constantly used
by the early economists, but writers of
more recent years have endeavoured to
define it as " material wealth ." Nevertheless there is a tendency now amongst a
great many economists to again use the
old definition, by which " wealth " is
denoted, as anything that contributes to
the welfare of the human nation . By this
is meant fresh air, rain and wind, etc.
In view of the many different ideas concerning the exact definition of " wealth, "
it would, perhaps, be better to define
it as anything that will satisfy a human
want, and is also limited in quantity.
In certain cases some economists also
add that it must also be exchangeable for
anything else that will satisfy a human
want.
For instance, a bag of gold to a shipwrecked person on an uninhabited island
would probably satisfy that person's want
for gold, and would also be limited in
quantity, but it would not be exchangeable, therefore to the economist it would
not be " wealth . "
As the chief standard of " wealth " is
money, it has been found more convenient
to state " wealth" in terms of money,
whereas actually " wealth " is that which
money buys, not the money itself . If this
definition of wealth is taken as the correct
one, then the early meaning—fresh air,
rain and wind, etc .—must be inapplicable
in most cases, because fresh air, except
in such things as submarines, diving
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suits, mines, etc ., is unlimited : rain, as a
whole, cannot be used in exchange, nor
can wind . It is, therefore, thought that
the more modern definition would appear
to be that which describes " wealth " as
satisfying a human want, is limited, and
can be used in exchange.
Using this definition the " man in the
street " immediately says that " wealth "
must be money, because it satisfies a
human want, is limited, and can be used
in exchange, but the economist states that
this is not so, and gives the following as
an example.
The soldier each week draws his pay of
15s . or £I for his services in the Army.
He wants cleaning kit, toilet articles,
cigarettes, etc . He, therefore, takes his
money and gives it to the tradesman, who
gives him in exchange the cigarettes, etc.
The money, therefore, is only a medium
of exchange, the real transaction being
the exchange of a week's soldiering for
the cigarettes, etc . In this case, therefore, the cigarettes, etc ., are " wealth,"
for they satisfy a human want, are limited
in quantity, and are exchangeable.
Take a further example of " wealth " as
defined by the modern economist.
Can a mummy be classified as
" wealth? "
The ordinary person says " No," but
the economist says " Yes, in certain
cases," because although it might not be
of any use (value—utility) to an ordinary
person, to the collector of mummies it is
" wealth ." It satisfies his want, is limited,
and is exchangeable.
Similary this can also be applied to rare
stamps and the collectors of them.
As a further illustration of " wealth,"
the skill of a person, i .e ., a talented
singer, cannot be defined as " wealth,"
because although it can be one of the
agents for the production of " wealth, "
and might satisfy human wants—the
audience—and is limited, it cannot be used
in exchange.
It has already been stated that money in
itself is not wealth, but is only a medium
of exchange, but it is interesting to look
back upon the adoption of money as a
medium.
In the early days before anyone thought
of co-operating by way of trade there was
no money . If an occasion arose where
an intermediate commodity was required
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goods were exchanged for goods . If the
man who kept pigs wanted a cow he went
to the man who kept cows and exchanged
a pig (or pigs) for a cow, and so on.
This was nothing more nor less than
barter.
But sooner or later this system was
sure to prove inadequate, for the shoemaker in need of meat might well go
hungry before he met a butcher in need of
shoes.
Pieces of wood, certain kind of seashells and other tokens, representing certain values, were then brought into use.
For a good many years the Hudson
Bay Fur Company carried on an extensive
trade with the Indians by this means of
exchange.
The Indians brought their furs to the
traders, who valued them, and gave in
exchange a certain sized shell or other
token . The Indians would then go to the
stores, and after selecting certain articles
would hand over shells, etc ., to the value
of the articles.
As time went on this system became
insufficient . The carrying about of great
wealth became a burden . Imagine a
squadron being paid out with a sack full of
sea-shells . Some job for the paying
officer!
For a time then certain pieces of metal
took the place of these tokens (sea-shells,
etc .) until it devolved on a public
authority, by issuing a definite kind of
coin minted from these different kinds of
metal, to bring out a system of coinage.
From then onwards these coins were
perfected, definite values being given to
each size and class of metal, until at the
present time we have halfpennies and
pennies represented by copper coins,
shillings and multiples of a shilling represented by silver coins, and ten and twenty
shillings represented by gold coins.
During the Great European War it was
necessary to " curtail " the circulation of
metallic money : the Bank of England
therefore issued Treasury Notes to the
value of 10s . each and £1 each.
Each coin or note is an order payable
to bearer, and drawn upon those who
have goods to sell .
A.S.

SHORT BURSTS FROM THE
"MACHINE GUN"
SQUADRON.
REVIEW of the last quarter brings
but few events worthy of notice for
the Regimental GAZETTE .
We must first
congratulate the Editor and his staff on
the excellent fare provided in the first
number of the revived GAZETTE, and hope
that it is only a taste of that which we
shall receive in the future . It remains
to serving members and old comrades
to do their " bit " by buying a copy of
the GAZETTE each quarter, and so ensuring
its successful continuation.
A very successful Annual Machine Gun
Course was fired this year at Pirbright.
10th The Squadron left Hounslow on May
and proceeded to the camp by train, the
remainder of the Regiment leaving Pirbright the same morning to return to
barracks by road . The benefit of the
fresh and open spaces was felt by all soon
after arrival, and was quite a welcome
change after the close confines of Hounslow and district . The first week was
spent mainly in enlightening the first-year
gunners into the art of firing the machine
gun, and in giving them a few demonstrations of the capabilities of it.
On the Wednesday of the first week,
the Regimental Machine Gun Cup was
fired for . After a keen competition,
Cpl . Diamond ' s team proved the successful one, with a score of 124 hits . From
a total of 200 rounds, this was quite a
good performance, as three groups of
plates had to be knocked down before
any fire could be applied to, and hits
counted on the target . It may be added
that this score was beaten the following
week in the A .R .A . Machine Gun Cup.
Unfortunately, the rain set in during
the early part of the first week, and
continued until Friday . This rendered
observation for the classification practices
practically impossible, so they had to be
postponed until after the Whitsun holidays . Having left our horses in barracks
under the tender care of " A " and " C
Squadrons, all who desired were able to
proceed on Whitsun leave . Quite a
number availed themselves of the privilege, and enjoyed a fine week-end .

A
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On the Tuesday morning, we found the
butts quite dry after the good weather,
and classification practices were commenced . With the aid of the good
observation thus afforded, some splendid
scores were made, and a Squadron
average of 5o over marksman was
obtained!
In view of the fact that over
5o per cent . had never fired a Vickers gun
before, this average was extremely
creditable.
We returned from Pirbright on the
Thursday after Whitsun, and the majority
were really sorry to get back to Hounslow, with its grime and "30 under proof"
atmosphere.
On the Monday following our return,
equitation was commenced . Owing to
the turnover of gunners in February, it
had been impracticable to do any mounted
training before the annual course, so now
we have to make up for lost time . The
peaceful mornings on the Heath were
occasionally diverted by an hour or so in
the riding school . Here, with the
Squadron-Leader as riding master, the
thrills. of the equestrian dirt track were
experienced, and, although a few reputations were lost, no lives were, which, after
all, is the chief concern . Mr . Hannen
Swaffer may have voted it dull, but we
know one Sergeant who would have
forcibly disagreed with the critic . When
the required standard of horsemanship
had been attained, drill and a few schemes
were indulged in . The capacity of
Hounslow Heath for the purpose of
schemes was taxed to the utmost after a
short time, but, by the dint of imagination on the part of the officers, quite a
number were undertaken, from which
several useful lessons were learnt.
On the morning of July 18th, we were
notified that His Majesfy, when visiting
the Regiment, would be invited to visit
the Squadron stables . This honour certainly called for a special effort, and never
was a greater one made . In less than
twenty-four hours, the whole stable had
been painted, from the skylight to the
floor (a considerable amount being- on the
latter) . If Mr . A . J . Cook had called in
on Wednesday night at about .9 .30 p .m.
he would most certainly have called a
general strike throughout the painting
world . On referring to para . 4, Sec . 21,
Painters' Training, 1926, he would' have
found that, after seven and a half hours'
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work, the foreman should be seriously
considering at which end of the building
it would he most advantageous to erect
the scaffold . However, good work calls
for just recognition, and it was a noble
thought that prompted one of our Troop
Sergeants to send for a bottle of beer for
each man in his troop who was working.
It is rather sad to relate that the
messenger came struggling back under a
load of pint bottles instead of halves, as
had been the intention of the donor! !
The Inspector-General of Cavalry—
Brigadier Harman—visited the Regiment
on July 10th, and inspected the Gunners
(mounted) on Hounslow Heath . He afterwards witnessed an advance to a forward
position, and expressed himself as satisfied with all he saw.
We were very pleased to see so many
Old Comrades visit us on July 28th, and
hope that all thoroughly enjoyed their
day . It was with much gratification that
we heard their favourable comments on
how smart the Regiment looked on
parade, and it gives us great satisfaction
to know that we can uphold the high
traditions set by those who have gone
before . May we always be able to do so.
It was with much regret that we parted
with the Broncho Cup this year . We
congratulate " A " Squadron on winning
it : they certainly deserved to on that
day ' s jumping.
We must congratulate Capt . Davy on
the publication of his first novel, " Luck's
Pendulum," and hope that it meets with
the success it deserves . The critics comment very favourably on it, so a good
circulation should be assured . Congratulations also to Capt . Gairdner on winning
the Dutch Open Golf Championship—a
feat of no mean order.
In conclusion, we wish all of the Squadron who are on their annual leave the best
of good times, and hope they will make
the most of what will be their last
" Blighty " one for a few years.

" Packs to be groomed at 'Reveille, in
readiness for being jumped in the Riding
School . " (Troop Detail, 1st M .G . Troop,
June 29th, 1928 .)
Did the Packsaddlery M .G . enjoy their
early-morning exercise, and did any of
them get an over-reach
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the Regiment landed at Ostend
W HEN
and Zeebrugge on October 8th,
1914, there commenced a daily routine of
marching and halting for the night, which
gave the junior officers of the Regiment
little time to study either the progress
of the campaign or even the role of their
own brigade.
Each morning the Machine Gun Officer
was told by the C .O ., the Adjutant, or
the Second-in-Command : " Your guns
are sure to be wanted to-day, " and the
hopes of the very keen N .C .Os . and men,
who formed the small detachment, ran
high.
Up till October 19th, 1914, except for
encounters between patrols, the Regiment
as a regiment had not been employed,
and the machine guns had not yet been
laid on a Boche.
On this day, the role of the 6th Cavalry
Brigade was to protect the left flank of
the 7th Division . In the earlier part of
the day ' s operation, the Regiment, with
the Royals on the left, found themselves
advancing on the village of Ledeghem.
The advanced troop entered the village
without opposition, but, on getting to the
far edge, discovered a German cyclist
battalion, whom they had just forestalled.
The Germans held a few isolated houses
and sheds right outside the village . Our
advanced troops held an estaminet and
small cottage situated on the road some
300 yards from the village itself . The
Colonel considered this a suitable place
to hold, and ordered up the machine guns
to engage the Germans, who could be
seen amongst the turnips in front.
The machine gun commander advanced
to the outskirts of the village in good
order . When, however, he found that
the 300 yards to the estaminet were devoid
of cover, and heard a few bullets wending
their way over, he remembered his drillbook, and gave the order to gallop.
On reaching the estaminet, several of
the troop-horses failed to respond to the
aids for halt . Their riders were then
faced with the choice of being carried
into the enemy's lines or throwing themselves off .
One and all quickly decided

on the latter course, and the horses
galloped on riderless into the German
lines . The writer distinctly remembers
one old grey horse trotting about amongst
the turnips and Germans, snorting
defiance, with his tail held bolt upright.
In the end, all the horses returned to their
comrades unharmed.
Meanwhile, the excitement of going
into action for the first time had caused
even the seasoned soldiers of twelve years
and upwards to omit quite a number of
the details of their elementary training.
It was certainly a case of more haste
less speed . However, both guns were
mounted at last.
During- all this, the senior Sergeant of
the detachment (one of the best who ever
lived) had nearly burst himself with
expletives and excitement . At last he
could contain himself no longer . With a
hoarse cry of " ' Ere, give it to me," he
hurled Nos . 1 and 2 from the nearest gun
and, seizing the traversing- handle with
his left hand, pulled the crank handle
smartly over with his right . The failure
of the gun to respond to the pressure of
the double button caused another and
more terrible explosion of language.
No . 1 politely referred his commander's
left hand to the belt, and timidly suggested a repetition of the movements of
his right . All was well! For the first
time we were sending real bullets at a
real enemy!
The German cyclist battalion was completely stopped, and it was a pity that,
owing to the withdrawal of another
brigade, our own had to respond and
leave Ledeghem to be occupied by the
enemy.

MACHINE GUNS-TO-DAY
AND YESTERDAY.
is a tendency to look on
T HERE
machine guns as essentially modern
implements of destruction, but, as a
matter of history, they date back in
various forms to the days of the Tudors.
The earliest type was known as the
organ gun, and consisted of a number of
musket barrels, muzzle-loading, and
mounted horizontally in a frame . The
barrels were fired in succession with a
quick-match .
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This was not a very successful weapon,
and, as loading consisted of pushing the
powder and bullet down each barrel in
turn with a ramrod, No . 2 ' s time must
have been fully occupied . Also, as
probably a couple of barrels had misfired
and were pointing at his stomach while
he reloaded the others, his job was likely
to be unpopular!
A later type, also muzzle-loading, was
a gun made like a revolver, with rotating
chambers, coming opposite the barrel.
This failed, as the idea was ahead of its
time, and there was no machinery capable
of producing it sufficiently accurately.
The Gatling, an American invention,
was the first really practical weapon, made
in 1862 . This was breech-loading, and
had a number of barrels arranged in a
circle, and the whole arrangement rotated.
It was loaded, fired and reloaded by
turning a handle, and presumably the
quicker you turned it, the faster it fired.
Some of these guns were used in the
American Civil War by employees of the
Gatling Company, who gave practical
demonstrations against the enemy . There
were evidently no strikes in those days!
The French used machine guns in the
Franco-Prussian War to a large extent,
but their tactical handling- was so had
that the guns never had a chance to prove
their value, and this fiasco made machine
guns highly unpopular in European
armies for a long time.
These mitrailleuses, as they were called,
had twenty-five barrels, in tiers of five.
The rounds were held in a perforated
plate, which was pushed home and secured
by a breech-block, which carried the
firing mechanism, which was operated by
a handle . The gun rather resembled a
howitzer in appearance and weight.
About this time, the Nordenfeld and
Gardner guns were invented, both working on the organ gun principle, but had
only three or five barrels, and a greatly
improved firing action.
In 1883, Sir Hiram Maxim, whose
inventions ranged from weapons of war
to the curing of asthma, produced the
gun which bears his name—the first gun
to fire automatically.
This gun revolutionized the world of
fire-arms, and to this day guns embody-

ing the Maxim patents are used by most
civilized armies.
The present Vickers was produced
about 1910, being- an improved Maxim,
but differing only in weight and detail.
Such is the evolution of the machine
gun . Firstly, having- a large number of
barrels, loaded and fired by hand.
Secondly, a large but diminishing number
of barrels, loaded and fired mechanically,
but man still the motive power . And,
finally, the present weapon, singlebarrelled and automatic, which can fire—
and more accurately—with no one near it.
It has developed from a Heath Robinson curiosity, from the laughing-stock of
armies, into a weapon which has decided
battles, and has left its mark on modern
tactics.

ENGLISH--AS SHE IS
SPOKE.
" YORKSHIREMEN, COCKNEYS
AND OTHER FOREIGNERS ."
HE above is an extract from an article
written by one of our learned contemporaries for the last issue of the
Regimental GAZETTE .
Apparently the
British are divided into two groups—
those who speak English and those who
try, but fail . In the latter category
E .P .M . has been pleased to include
Yorkshiremen and cockneys . I would
beg to point out that there is another
group even further removed from the
pale, and that is the Barbarians . This is
composed of the Irish and other semicivilized races . An Irishman ' s vocabulary
is usually limited to a degree . After the
words " Shure an' begorrah," any conversation flags for want of material . But
this arises from the deplorable fact that
the Irish are not yet civilized . Everyone
knows the saying that " violence is the
brute admission that intellect has failed, "
and any true Irishman will stop carving
the joint to go and carve his neighbour.
Only for fun, of course!
Perhaps E .P .M ., in his next effusion,
will continue his lesson on dialects and
foreigners . If he likes he may make use
of the third group—Barbarians.

T

A YORKSHIREMAN .
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following extracts, which are published
with the kind permission of the
Sheerness Times.

BAND NOTES.
Since the last issue we are sorry to
say that two of our members have had
quite a long spell in Hospital . L ./Cpl.
Eames, who injured his knee playing
hockey, was in Woolwich hospital for
over two months . He is now back with
us, but is still hobbling about, and is
evidently still feeling the effects . BandSergt . , Sharples has been in Millbank
hospital quite a considerable time, but
we hear he is steadily improving, and
hope that ere long he will be restored to
normal health, and back with us again.
During our week in Brighton we had
the pleasure of seeing a few of our old
members, viz ., ex-Bandsman Monk (now
P .C . Monk), Overs, Hill and Blundell.
Everyone will be pleased to know that
they are doing very well.
We hear that Mr . Frape (ex-Tptr .Major) is making a name for himself as
Bandmaster of the " Friary Brewery
Band ." We wish him luck, and hope
that his good fortune will continue.
Bandsman Avery has left for civil life
and we wish him success.
The Band congratulate " C .4 " on
their victory over us in the final match
of the Troop Cricket Competition.
Our visit to Sheerness was a
conspicuous success, as may he seen from the

PAVILION MUSIC.
A splendid programe of music was
provided at the Pavilion on Sunday afternoon and evening by the Royal Hussars
Band . The conductor was Mr . Meredith
Roberts, L .R .A .M ., A .R .C .M ., and the
audience enjoyed several hours of firstclass entertainment, so well was it rendered that many items were encored.
The afternoon programme included the
following : " The Triumph of Right," a
march composed by Lovell ; an overture
" Light Cavalry, " and Sergt . Glennister
gave a delightful cornet solo, "Because ."
L ./Cpl . C . Nel rendered a bell intermezzo
entitled " The Weymouth Chimes . " A
selection from " Hit the Deck " proved
very popular, as did the vocal numbers
given by members of the band . The
evening programme consisted of a grand
march, " Nibelungen," an overture
" Poet and Peasant," and Sergt . C.
Glenister gave another delightful cornet
solo, " The Lost Chord," and L ./Cpl.
C . Nel a xylophone solo . Excerpts
from the opera " Cavalleria Rusticana,"
and a transcription on " Old Folk
Songs," completed the programme.
There were crowded attendances at each
performance, but unfortunately the unsettled weather conditions prevented the
grounds from being used . It was a real
musical treat in every way, and much
appreciated by music lovers.
BAND AND CONCERTS.
Still another great musical treat was
provided at Sheerness on Sunday last
when the band of the Tenth Royal
Hussars, under Mr . Meredith Roberts,
L .R .A .M ., A .R .C .M ., occupied the
Pavilion and gave two splendid concerts.
The conductor is a young man, full of
enthusiasm and a musician to his finger
tips . His enthusiasm was clearly reflected in his band, which proved to be
a well-balanced combination with no
apparent weaknesses . At any rate the
music rendered on Sunday was not only
noticeable for its level tonal quality-woodwind and brass were alike in this—
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but also for its excellent gradation . Mr.
Roberts has the knack of bringing out
the best qualities of his musicians, and
the two programmes of Sunday last were
equal in performance to those we expect
from the Guards bands . A fact worth
noting is that the Band Sergeant of the
Tenth is Jack Sharples, who at one time
played centre-half for Sittingbourne . The
band at each performance sang several
sea chanties (an innovation for this particular band), and came through well,
there being double encores on each
occasion.
We have received the following communication from a visitor, which speaks
for itself : " Sir,—Allow me, please . I'll
tell the world they got 'em . You'll sure
say who and what? Well, I'll sure say
them guys the 10th Hussars . Gee, sir! I
have a hunch they were some slick cuties
in a concert bub, not a brass band . And
what a drummer ! Why, sir, that guy
could get more taps from his skin in five
minutes than the Majestic could get
turns from her screws in her trip home
and back again! America is his land.
He would have them stone cut . I have
gotta hunch it was some turn programme ; and again, sir, I'll tell
America that the slickest drums in the
doggorn country, and the finest stunting
hand in the darn world, is the English
Tenth Royal Hussars . Gee ! they are
some cuties them ! Trusting you will
take this for thanks for some punch
entertainment . "

"LEST WE FORGET ."
EXTRACTS FROM LIEUT .-COL . WHITMORE ' S
" HISTORY OF THE TENTH ROYAL HUSSARS
DURING THE EUROPEAN WAR, 1914-1918 ."

(Continued from page 22, July Number).
THE BATTLE OF LOOS, 1915.
FTER the Second Battle of Ypres,
the 8th Cavalry Brigade remained at
Vlamertinghe for about seven days, and
then returned to the Sercus area.
Towards the end of the month, the
10th Royal Hussars went back into the
trenches at Hooge, with the Royal Horse
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Guards and 2nd Life Guards ; and the
Essex Yeomanry, under Major Buxton,
went into the Ramparts at Ypres in
reserve, together with the Leicestershire
Yeomanry.
On June 5th, the Brigade returned to
the former billeting area at Sercus.
On June 18th, the Brigade was
inspected by the Commander-in-Chief,
who, in an address, especially complimented the Brigade on its conduct in
the engagement on May 13th.
The whole of the next three months
was devoted to training in cavalry work,
also bombing, rifle practice, and polo.
From August 13th until September 4th,
digging parties were at work near
Armentieres.
On September 10th, Lieut .-Col . H . F.
10th Wickham took over command of the
Royal Hussars from Major the Hon.
F . W . Stanley, and Major F . H . D . C.
Whitmore took over command of the
Essex Yeomanry from Lieut .-Col . H . F.
Wickham.
The Brigade had by now moved into
the Bomy area.
It was the second Sunday in September
that Capt . the Rev . Jack Gibbs came as
Chaplain to the Brigade, and he will
always be remembered as one of the best,
and one who was always willing to help
anybody at any time.
On September 21st, the 8th Cavalry
Brigade moved from its . billeting area,
near Bomy, at 12 noon, marched through
Pernes and Marles-les-Mines, and reached
Lapugnoy Station, five miles south-west
of Bethune, at 9 .30 p .m . ; and bivouacked
in the Bois des Dames . " B " Echelon
moved into Westrehem, near Therrouanne . The 3rd Cavalry Division (less the
7th Brigade) was placed under the orders
of the G .O .C . First Army ; three days'
rations were carried per man.
On September 25th, the Brigade moved
at 8 .15 a .m ., following the 6th Cavalry
Brigade to Vaudricourt, the Headquarters
of the V Army Corps, commanded by
General Rawlinson, and marched from
there at 2 p .m ., passing through Noeux-les-Mines, Noyelles-les-Vermelles, and
halted between Fosse No . 3 de Bethune
and Vermelles . Further progress was
impossible until the infantry had seized
the Haute Deule Canal crossings.
During the night, the enemy recaptured
their old line near Fosse 8 de Bethune .
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On September 26th, the Brigade
" stood to " for the purpose of supporting
the 7th Division.
At 2 p .m ., the Brigade moved about
1,000 yards back, and bivouacked just
south of Noyelles-les-Vermelles.
At 6 p .m ., the Brigade turned out,
dismounted, to dig and take over the old
German lines, pending the arrival of the
Guards Division . This Division, however, was already in the trenches before
the Brigade was able to get there, and
consequently the Brigade returned to its
former bivouac, arriving at 9 p .m.
The attack had so far succeeded, inasmuch as the village of Loos was already
in our hands, and the enemy had suffered
considerably in casualties and many
prisoners had been taken.
At i a .m . on September 27th, orders
were received for the Brigade to move
on to Loos at once, the Essex Yeomanry,
under Lieut .-Col . F . Whitmore, being
detailed to act as advance guard to the
Brigade, followed by the Royal Horse
Guards, under Lieut .-Col . Lord Tweedmouth, C .M .G ., M .V .O ., D .S .O ., the
10th Royal Hussars, under Lieut .-Col.
Wickham, in support.
The road leading to Loos from Vermelles passes over the ridge which formed
the front line of the German defences.
The aspect of the battlefield in this sector,
in the moonlight, was weird indeed, the
debris of stubborn resistance, guns out
of action, broken limbers, ammunition,
many brave British officers and gallant
other ranks lying dead, in some cases still
holding their maps or rifles in their
hands.
The town of Loos was already in the
hands of the 6th Cavalry Brigade, who
had dug themselves in round the southern
and eastern outskirts of the town, a
London Territorial brigade of infantry,
under Brig .-General Thwaites, being on
their right . The 3rd Dragoon Guards,
commanded by Lieut .-Col . A . Burt, were
holding the edge of the slag heap, which
extended to the Double Pylon . These
two towers were being continuously
shelled, as was the town itself and its
civilian population . The Royal Horse
Guards and Essex Yeomanry were
ordered at once to take over the defences
on the east of the town : the Essex Yeomanry taking over from the 3rd Dragoon
Guards .
The slag heap itself formed

part of the defence of the Essex Yeomanry.
Guides were awaiting the arrival of the
Brigade . It was necessary to complete
the relief of the 6th Brigade before daylight ; time was running out, and the first
rays of light were already visible in the
east.
Casualties occurred on the approach of
daylight . The move being incomplete,
it was necessary to expose troops to the
view of the enemy in order to complete
the relief.
The whole line and town were being
heavily shelled and kept under continual
machine-gun fire throughout the day.
Communication between squadrons and
Headquarters and between Headquarters
and the Brigade was difficult during the
whole day, and the situation was very
obscure . Water became unobtainable
owing to the well being under direct
observation of the enemy.
The town itself contained some 200
civilian inhabitants and a large number
of wounded soldiers, both British and
German, and a very great number of dead.
In the haste of the German retreat from
the town, they had left large quantities
of stores, kit and material of all kinds,
and some prisoners were captured hiding
in the cellars and demolished buildings.
During the afternoon, the Guards
Division attacked Puis 14 and Hill 70
without success, and this Division lost
very heavily in the attack . All the
machine guns in the Brigade were brought
into action to cover the attack.
During this attack, the Germans shelled
the town incessantly with every class of
shell, including gas . The whole of the
line occupied by the Essex Yeomanry was
also bombarded.
The following day, September 28th, the
pressure was somewhat relieved as a
result of a successful attack by the
infantry, thereby gaining the high ground
and wood which overlooked the garden
city, also by the work put in during the
night, establishing a means of communication by trench and telephone . At the
same time, a quantity of barbed wire was
put out in front of the defences . The
bombardment, however, continued very
severe at times, inflicting many casualties
in the Brigade, the dressing station itself
being severely shelled, and the medical
staff being entirely put out of action .
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There were many very gruesome sights
in Loos . Children could he seen, in
ignorance, playing in the road where lay
many dead soldiers, both British and
German.
In one house a party of Germans were
still in a sitting position around a table,
all quite dead . Wounded Germans were
discovered in cellars, having endured
dreadful sufferings from hideous wounds,
in some cases with broken limbs, without
either food or water.
The 10th Royal Hussars remained in
the town of Loos in support of the Royal
Horse Guards and the Essex Yeomanry;
they were used for the purpose of searching cellars and houses for prisoners.
Many were discovered, some still in communication with the enemy ' s forces by
telephone . Many interesting stories are
told regarding these search parties, some
of the most humorous being contributed
by Major E . H . Watkin Williams, who
was in charge of one of these parties.
His servant, Dawkins, whose one ambition in life seemed to be to kill a German
and also a Turk, was given every opportunity of carrying out his life ' s desire as
far as a German was concerned . Major
Williams posted him as bayonet man in
front of the cellar-searching party, and it
was his duty to be first into each cellar.
Dawkins, being more accustomed to
calling his master in the mornings than
demanding the presence of an enemy who
might well be armed to the teeth, would
with difficulty restrain from politely
knocking at the door, but would ask, with
well-chosen words, whether there was
anybody in . This only happened until
the real article was discovered . All subsequent cellar occupants were confronted
by Dawkins with a loud " Come on out,
you blighters ! "
The Double Pylon, which was the great
landmark at Loos, was supposed to have
concealed in some portion of it a German
General, and Capt . H . K . Bethell, then
Brigade-Major to the 8th Cavalry
Brigade, is alleged to have encouraged
Major Williams's search party to increase
their scope of investigation, by ascending what remained of the Double Pylon,
and impressed on Major Williams that
his party might have the " unique opportunity " of capturing a German General.
Major Williams took out his watch,
and by careful timing ascertained that the

Pylon was struck somewhere by a shell
twice in every minute, and that it would
in all probability take two minutes to get
on the top and down again, going as fast
as you could scale the remains of the
stairway ; in other words, you could carry
out the enterprise with no fewer than four
shells thrown at you during the time it
would take you to seek for this unique
opportunity.
The story goes that Dawkins was quite
satisfied with a German of junior rank
than a General, and was not " for it ."
During the night of September 28th,
the Brigade was relieved by the 1st
Infantry Division . The 9th Liverpool
took over the line from the Essex Yeomanry in torrents of rain . On arrival
hack with the horses at 3 a .m ., orders
were received to move to Gosnay ; on
arrival at that place, the Brigade remained
on half-an-hour's notice until October 1st,
when at 2 .30 p .m . the Brigade moved
to Labeuvriere, and from there on
October 3rd to a new billeting area near
Burbure .
CASUALTIES (27/9/1915).
KILLED.
25898 Pte . L . Faithful.
WOUNDED.
Capt . R . O'Kelly (R.A .M .C .) . 10860 L ./Cpl . H.
Tweedale, 7102 Pte . F . Whitbread, 7977 Pte . W.
Whittington, 14478 Pte . \V . Ingram, 20188 Pte.
F . Cattle (gassed).
(The above extract has been published with
the kind permission of Lieut .-Col . Whitmore and
Messrs . Benham & Co ., Ltd ., publishers, Colchester.
10th The publishers of the " History of the
(P .W .O .) Royal Hussars and the Essex Yeomanry during the European War, 1914-1918,"
desire us to state that they have still a number
of unsold copies of this book, which can be
obtained from them at the cost of 6s ., post free .)
*
*
*

We are fortunate in having received the
following article from another member of
the Regiment, who took part in the above
battle .—ED.
The shortage of water in Loos was a
very difficult problem, but one which was
solved by a young soldier and an old one
of the 4th Troop of " B " Squadron, loth
Royal Hussars.
Practically the whole of this troop was
in a large cellar under a fairly big farmhouse, outside of which was the usual
large sump-hole from which cattle could
drink . Through lack of use, this small
pond had become covered with a film of
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green slime, and here and there one or
two dead bodies could be seen, also
several tin cans, etc.
The morning after the first night in
this cellar, the senior Corporal detailed
this young and this old soldier to go out,
get some water, and make some tea.
After finding two German " billikans,"
they set out to find some water . From
house to house they went, but well after
well was found either destroyed by shellfire or devoid of anything by which to get
the water.
Despairing of ever finding any water,
they returned to the sump-hole outside
their " billet . " , Here they held an
animated conversation as to what they
should do . The young soldier was in
favour of returning to the cellar and
telling the Corporal that no water could
be found ; the old soldier was in favour
of sampling the pond water.
The Corporal wanted tea, and tea he
would get, declared the old soldier.
The young soldier gave in, so, carefully skimming off the top surface on the
water, they filled their cans . After giving
the water a good boiling, they made the
tea, and, descending to the cellar, duly
handed it over to the Corporal, without in
any way acquainting him from whence the
water had been procured.
Needless to say, these two soldiers
quietly retired to a safe spot, in anticipation of the result of tasting the tea.
Twenty minutes later in great trepidation
Not a drop
they returned to the cellar .
of tea was left for them!
The following afternoon, a Corporal
and four men (which included this young
soldier) of this troop were amongst a
searching and burying party, whose
orders were to search all houses, etc ., for
stray Germans, and to bury whatever
dead bodies they came across.
After two or three hours of this searching and burying, they came to a house
which seemed as though it had escaped
the shell-fire more than the other houses
round about . The Corporal in charge
of this small party decided that this house
looked very suspicious, and would
probably contain a number of Germans
who had purposely been left behind for
spying purposes.
He therefore gathered his little party
together, and decided to search this house

from top to bottom . The young soldier,
with his bayonet fixed on his rifle, went
first, followed by the remainder of the
party, all ready for business.
On entering the front hall, a scuffling
of feet was heard, as though someone
was scurrying out of the way . The young
soldier shouted, but no answer came.
A search was immediately made of the
rooms upstairs, and the kitchen, but,
although food was found, no living person
was discovered . It was then decided to
search the cellars, so the young soldier,
thrusting his bayonet well forward,
promptly descended to the cellar.
The door was slightly ajar, and, kicking it open, he plunged into the cellar.
With a gasp of amazement, he stopped
dead, for, instead of Germans, he found
it occupied by two or three French
women and four or five children of all
ages.
The cellar was fitted out as a livingroom : upon the walls. clothing of all
descriptions was hung ; across one end
hung a curtain of blankets, evidently
screening off the sleeping portion.
The younger people, with fear in their
eyes, cowered back against the walls, but
one old lady sat quite unconcerned at this
sudden intrusion.
Without more ado, the young soldier
lowered his rifle butt to the ground, and
beckoned the others to come into the
cellar.
After a few disjointed remarks between
the Corporal and the old lady, a coffeepot was produced, and the soldiers were
soon regaling themselves with strong
black coffee.
It was then discovered that these people
had been living in this cellar all the time
that the Germans had occupied Loos, and
now they were exceedingly pleased to
think that English soldiers had liberated
them.
After half-an-hour ' s chatting and more
cups of coffee, the little party of soldiers
left, promising to visit again those underground dwellers.
The young soldier since then has
oftened wondered whether one of these
young women might have been the
'` heroine of Loos, " but has never been
able to find out .
A . S.
(To be continued .)
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three weeks spent at Pirbright
T HE
were very welcome and most enjoyable . It is hoped that all the married
members who were down there, being
relieved of the usual duty of explaining
away the C .R .A ., gave a truthful account
to their wives on their return of how
their clothing allowance was expended.
There is no doubt that the conditions
there were very heavy on good clothes;
for instance, quite a lot were spoiled by
the wearers laying about on the ranges;
whilst some jackets had the nap knocked
off by the recoil of the rifle, which also
left a dirty mark after it.
Quite a number of shirts (not forgetting backs) were split in weight lifting
and putting- the shot . It was wonderful
to see how people who, in their daily
routine, wield a pen and perform on
weird instruments, excelled in the latter
art . The wear and tear on hoots must
also have been very heavy . The camp
being somewhat isolated, it was necessary
to walk miles to see friends and aged
uncles . From these visits, members
would return very late ; obviously they had
met with every hospitality whilst away.
All those members who were not fortunate enough to get to Pirbright are
recommended to keep in touch with all
aged aunties and uncles . Possibly we
shall visit Pirbright again in the distant
future, or your relations may have moved
to the district where you are to camp
next.
It is to he hoped that those members
who stayed out late at night to hear the
song of the nightingale at Stoney Castle
suffered no ill effects . I am assured by
one member, who has considerable
experience of birds and their haunts, that
it was a real nightingale, and not the
after-effects of the wireless and the sweetsmelling " Flowers" in the Life Guards '
camp.
It is observed that only one member
has been admitted to hospital since our
return from Pirbright, and, as he was
careful to remove the cabbage as well as
the slugs to the edge of his plate, his illness cannot be attributed to that cause.
I trust the digestions of regular nondining members have got over the strain
imposed upon them whilst in camp . So
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much was said down there about cooks
and cooking that the Editor has been
persuaded to offer a prize for the best
essay on " Why Don't Cooks Desert? "
I understand it will be limited to 250
words, exclusive of certain adjectives
overheard at Pirbright . Further particulars will be announced in our next
number.
" Tubby " Aston has just written, and
reports no further loss of weight.
Whilst in camp at Pirbright, a very
interesting day was spent with the members of the Sergeants' Messes . of the 3rd
Bn . Grenadier Guards and the Brigade of
Guards' Camp Staff on May 14th . The
occasion was a triangular shooting match
and games tournament amongst the three
Messes, the programme being as follows :
(a) Cricket Match (Seven-a-Side).
(b) Shooting Match (Seven-a-Side).
(c) Billiard Match (Six-a-Side).
(d) Dart Match (Six-a-Side).
(e) Tennis Match (Eight-a-Side).
The first was most amusing . One team
batted whilst the other two fielded, and
obviously the best solution was to slog.
This. our team did to such good intent
that they won easily.
Although the 3rd Bn . Grenadier Guards
had some of their best shots away, they
yet contrived to beat us by a narrow
margin, but we had the satisfaction of
beating the Camp Staff by a much bigger
one.
The Billiards . Darts and Tennis matches
were all very exciting and very closely
contested, as will he seen by the scores.
As side-shows, some of our experts
showed their hosts how solo whist should
be played, and " Dusty " held a large
audience completely mystified with his
exceedingly deft manipulation of cards.
Altogether, a very pleasant day . The
catering arrangements were in the very
capable hands of "Tubby " Aston, and
he sure did his visitors well.
The scores were as follows :
3rd Bn.
Gren . Gds.

Cricket . . .
Billiards . . .
Shooting . . .
Darts
...
Tennis

56
291
31 5
25
3

Bde . Camp
Staff.

24
1 33
225

23
2

10th R . Hus.

86
300
290
24
3
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Summary.
Won.

Grenadier Guards
...
10th Hussars
Camp Staff
...

Lost

Drawn.
1

2

2

2

2

1

o

5

o

It was quite a treat to get back to fullbore shooting once again after six months
on the miniature ranges . The latter certainly makes good sport during the winter
months . It keeps one up to scratch at
holding and aiming, and brings members
of teams together to spend a very pleasant
afternoon or evening .
The full bore,
however, does all this, and more . It
takes one into .the open air, and the
interest of combating the tricks played
by wind, light, temperature, atmosphere,
etc . At home in England, conditions for
shooting are seldom two days alike, and
it is this that makes full-bore shooting so
interesting and attractive.
Every opportunity was taken during the
few weeks spent at Pirbright to get in
some practice . Matches were arranged
with the Life Guards, 3rd Bn . Grenadier
Guards, and the Guards Brigade Camp
Staff . The Household Brigade Rifle
Club kindly invited eight of our members
to participate in their weekly spoon
shoots . They considerately allowed us
to fire in Class " B," but, the Guards
standardized condition being somewhat
new to us, no one was successful the
first week in winning a spoon . The
second week, R .Q .M .S . Mason secured
first place, and Sergt . Buck second place,
and were raised to Class " A " for
following shoots . Sergt . Malins secured
fourth lac . At the next and last shoot ,
R .Q .M .S . Mason se cured second place in
Class " A," whils t Sergt . Malins and
S .Q .M .S . Turner se cured first and fourth
places respectively n Class " B ."
Our members w ere surprised to be
beaten by the Life G uards by such a large
margin, and it amp ly proves the value of
how shooting once a week over a long
period can improve one's shooting.
The Household Brigade Rifle Club
provides this facility to every Sergeant in
the whole Brigade of Guards, and their
high standard of shooting is a direct
result of this splendid arrangement.
The Sergeants ' team shoot for the
Royal Irish Cup was marked by the
splendid efforts of R .Q .M .S . Mason and
S .S .M . Dearden . Judging by last year ' s

results, the team should not be far from
the top again this year.
With the return to barracks we reverted
again to the miniature . On Saturday,
July 14th, we shot against the Veterans'
Company of the 1st London Regiment,
and beat them by a good margin . On
Saturday, July 21st, we participated in a
triangular match with Lyons " B " Team
and " F " . Division Specials . The match
was shot on Lyons ' well-appointed range
at Sudbury Hill, and it was the first time
10 that our team had shot at 50 and
yards . They did very well to gain
second place and finish so close on the
heels of the winners . At the close of
the match, the visiting teams were entertained to a very nice tea in the restaurant
conveniently situated in the grounds.
The following is a result of the matches
mentioned above :
MAY 8TH, 1928.

Score.
8 95

Life Guards
10th Royal Hussars

810

Life Guards won by
ROYAL IRISH

CUP

85
(MAY 9TH, 1928) .

Score.
R .Q .M .S . Mason
S .S .M . Dearden
Sergt . Buck
Sergt . Malins

BRIGADE OF

. ..

89
8I
68
57

GUARDS

WEEKLY COMPETITION,
CLASS " B ."

MAY 2ND, 1928 .

Score.
R .Q .M .S . Mason
S .S .M . Dearden
Sergt . Malins
Sergt . Buck
Sergt . Bodill
Sergt . Shepherd
Sergt . Taylor
.. .
Sergt . Richardson
Sergt . Snell
.. .
No prizes taken .
MAY 9TH,

62

59
54
47
42

42
35

30
26

1928.

Score.
78
R .Q .M .S . Mason
69
Sergt . Buck
66
Sergt . Malins
58
S .S .M . Dearden
46
S .Q .M .S . Turner
Sergt . Glenister . . .
35
28
Sergt . Wells
R .Q .M .S . Mason took first prize, Sergt . Buck
second prize, and Sergt . Malins fourth (spoon).
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MAY 16TH, 1928 .

Score.
R .Q .M .S . Mason
77
Sergt . Malins
68
S .Q .M .S . Turner
65
Sergt . Buck
S .S .M . Dearden
Sergt . Shepherd . ..
Sergt . Glenister . ..
Sergt . Wells
. ..
45
R .Q .M .S . Mason took second prize, Class "A";
Sergt . Malins, first prize, Class " B " : S .Q .M .S.
Turner, fourth prize, Class " B ."
MINIATURE

ON

RANGE SHOOTING.

JULY 21ST

Lyons " B " Team
10th Royal Hussars
" F " Division Specials
*
*

. 1928 .

. ..

Score.
1714

. ..

1668

1673

. ..

.. .
*

It is not very often that one has the
pleasure of being entertained to a cinema
programme with the cinematograph
being operated by a Prince, but some of
the officers and sergeants had this treat
given them one Friday night in August.
It was given in the Sergeants' Mess
and lasted about one hour . H .R .H . the
Duke of Gloucester arrived at the
Sergeants' Mess about 9 .45 p .m . with
his portable cinematograph and screen.
He very quickly got it ready and proceeded to show a film of the Regimental
Mounted Sports on Old Comrades Day.
This was followed by a comic one—" The
Rink," featuring Charlie Chaplin, and
another one showing Monty Banks in
golfing adventures.
Everyone was highly amused, and were
even more so when the lights were
switched on, and it was seen that instead
of winding on to the lower reel one of
the films had dropped on to the floor in a
twisted heap.
Our Princely operator, assisted by
many helpers, was occupied for twenty
minutes or so in unravelling the film.

We have just heard that the soldiers in
the Peruvian Army have been ordered by
the Minister of War to put into a savings
bank one-fifth of their pay each week . On
leaving the army for civilian life all the
money saved will be handed over to them.
We think this is a splendid idea, and
reminds one very much of the old " TimeExpired " Fund which used to be run
in the Regiment before the war .

E of the most interesting shooting
careers in the history of the Regiment is that of R .Q .M .S . F . O . Mason.
Probably no one before has done more to
bring honour to the Regiment on the
rifle range than this keen-eyed marksman,
who has made a habit of bringing " pots "
to the Sergeants' Mess.
" Young Daddy " joined the Regiment
in 1910, and was posted to "A" Squadron,
in which " Old Daddy" Mason, also a
good shot, carried out the duties of
Squadron Quartermaster-Sergeant . Little
did one think at that time that the
younger Mason was to walk so closely in
the footsteps of the elder one, and finally
take over his reins of office as Regimental
Quartermaster-Sergeant when it came
his turn to leave the Regiment.
The first musketry course he fired was
the new one incorporating the grouping
practice and the fifteen rounds rapid . The
result of this first performance of his was
such a success that it attracted the attention of the Squadron Sergeant-Major,
S .S .M . Brisley, who also was a very able
shot.
At this time great interest was taken by
the Regiment in the Empire Cup Match,
which required a team of forty, and
though perhaps the youngest member of
the team Mason always finished near the
top.
From then onwards he was included in
troop, squadron, or regimental teams on
every possible occasion.
In 1912 he just missed Regimental Shot,
but the following year he brought off a
very fine double, Regimental Shot and
Garrison Champion.
Further opportunities for competition
shooting were spoiled by the march of
events until the Regiment moved to
Aldershot in 1923 . With rifle ranges near
by, and Capt . A . S . Turnham as Musketry
Officer, interest in shooting revived, and
" Young Daddy, " now R .Q .M .S . Mason,
once more took up target practice.
Capt . Turnham ' s prowess with the rifle
acted as an incentive, and it was not long
before the two of them were fighting for
the head of the list in competitions in
the Regiment.
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In 1924 Capt . Turnham introduced
Mason to Bisley, where he first saw the
Bisley " cracks" putting on strings of
bulls by the aid of the aperture sights.
At the 1924 Meeting he shot with open
sights, but the advantage of the aperture
sights over the open ones was so obvious
that he determined to acquire one for
the next meeting . Practice was obtained
through becoming a member of the North
London Rifle Club, and in due course, as

Meeting in 1927, all twenty-eight shots to
count being bulls.
Another great achievement was the
winning of the St . George's Vase,
Dragon Cup, and Gold Cross at the
National Rifle Association Meeting this
year . One thousand competitors from
all over the British Empire took part in
this competition.
We are sure that the Regiment is
proud of his splendid achievements, and

[Photo : Gale & Polden, Ltd.

R .Q .M .S . F. O . MASON.

the following record shows, he quickly
advanced to the leading rank of Bisley
shots.
In the Regiment he has won every
trophy connected with shooting, some of
them two or three times over.
At Bisley he has put up some remarkable performances, of which the outstanding was the record score of 140 points at
the North London Rifle Club Prize
1913
1913
1924
1924
1925

Potchefstroom . South
Africa
Potchefstroom, South
Africa
Aldershot, England . . .
Bisley, England
...
Sheerness, England . . .

we sincerely hope that success will still
follow him in Egypt, and that on his
return to England he will attain his
greatest ambition and win the King's
Prize.
The following is a list of the chief cups,
etc ., which he has won, but it does not
include the silver spoons, medals and
badges that he has won in other
competitions.

Annual Musketry Course

Regimental Shot.

Potchefstroom District

Silver Cup for best shot in the Garrison.

Regimental Small Arms Meeting
National Rifle Association
...
Kent County Rifle Meeting

Regimental Championship.
Tied, 1st Kinnaird Competition . H .P.S . 35.
Brewers' Challenge Cup and County Silver
Cross .
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1925

Bisley, England

National Rifle Association

1926

Sheerness, England

Kent County Rifle Meeting

1926

Bisley, England

1926

Bisley, England

1927

Porthcawl, Wales

1927

Bisley, England

...

...

National Rifle Association

a

1927 Bisley, England

1928 Pirbright, England
1928 Porthcawl, Wales

1928 Bisley, England

North London Rifle Club Prize
Meeting
Glamorgan Rifle Meeting

...

National Rifle Association
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78th place in Final Stage of the " King's "
Competition.
Tied in Foster Challenge Cup, but lost in
the shoot off.
Lord Lieutenant's Challenge Cup and
County Silver Cross.
N .R .A . Bronze Medal.
Loder Challenge Cup.
Tied for " King's " Bronze Medal ; lost on
shoot off.
Shot for the Army in the Inter-Services XX
Match (the Team was placed 2nd).
Welsh XX Club Gold Jewel.
1st Prize, Series " B " (H .P .S . 105 ; ob-104,
24 bulls in succession .)
" Western Mail " Challenge Cup (after tie
Shoot).
Radcliffe Challenge Cup.
County Silver Badge.
Tied, St . George's Silver Cross ; lost on
shoot off (H .P.S . 75 ; ob . 74 .)

Competition.
Welsh XX Club Gold Jewel and Doggett
Cup.
Shot for the Army in the Inter-Services XX
Match (Team placed 2nd).
North London Rifle Club Prize 1st Prize, Series " A " and " B," and Silver
Meeting Cup given by General Dean, V .D ., of
Australia (record score of H .P .S . 140—
28 bulls in succession).
Regimental Meeting
..
Regimental Championship.
Glamorgan Rifle Association
County Championship, Gold Medal and
Gold Badge.
" Williams " Grand Aggregate Challenge
Cup.
. . . National Rifle Association
Shot for Army XX in the Inter-Services XX
Match (Team placed 1st),
12th place in the " King's " Medal Hundred.
Welsh XX Club Silver Jewel and Doggett
Cup.
" St. George ' s " Challenge Vase, Dragon
Cup and Gold Cross.

CORPORALS' MESS NOTES.
HO told the clerk of the weather we

W were going to Egypt? Someone

must have, for he has been giving us a
foretaste of Egyptian climatic conditions
just recently.
The Entertainment Committee took
advantage of this glorious spell and
arranged a cricket match for us on Sunday, June 24th.
The teams were selected Corporals of
"A" and " H .Q ." Squadrons versus
Corporals of " C " and Machine Gun
Squadrons . The teams were very well
matched, being of an equal stage of
development, the last-named winning by
only 5 runs.
The game was very interesting, and at
intervals most amusing . Our veteran

wicketkeeper, " 01' Man Birch," turned
out and played very well for his side . At
least, Cpl . Hale thought so, for it took
him quite a long time to realize that he
was out, and on reaching. the pavilion his
remarks made the atmosphere warm.
However, everybody seemed to enjoy the
match, and only a few experienced that
" O " feeling.
" Ladies' Day " was held in the Mess
on Wednesday, July 25th, and commenced
at 5 p .m . with a splendid tea, arranged by
the N .A .A .F .I ., with their customary
thoroughness, and presided over by the
Mess President, Farr ./Cpl . Clark, who
was assisted by the Entertainment Committee . This was followed by a vocal and
instrumental concert, which commenced
at 7 .30 p .m.
Never before has so much talent been
available at any of our functions as was

on this evening, but thanks to Cpl.
Garcia's energetic canvassing, almost
everyone was eager to give a turn of
some kind . No doubt our friend
" McEwan" had something to do with
this.
Mrs . Leggett was the only lady amongst
those present who contributed to the programme . She sang " Tired Hands,"
which was rendered so delightfully that
the audience requested another . She then
gave us " Oh ! baby, don't we get
along ."
The most amusing item of the evening
was a dummy boxing match, admirably performed by Cpls . Frisby and
Davis . From the beginning of the
first round until the " knock out " the
company were in hysterics with laughter.
Some one should really induce them to
perform again when we are aboard the
transport en route for Egypt.
Another outstanding feature was a
couple of quartettes, excellently rendered
by four members of the band, led by Cpl.
McNeill.
Our silvery toned sopranos, Cpls.
Beament and Walden, insisted on giving
us " Let the rest of world go by ."
L ./Cpl . Smith, another of our famous
singers, arrested attention as soon as he
began his song " The locket of the girl I
left behind," and no wonder his performance had such a magnetic effect on the
audience . He made himself very plainly
understood, and achieved a very enthusiastic reception.
Many thanks are extended to Tprs.
Taylor and Jones, who very kindly sang
" The egg song" and " Bells of the
Sea " respectively . Their efforts were
received with much applause.
Old Comrades' Day was celebrated on
Saturday, July 28th . After parade there
was an interesting gathering in the Mess.
Ex-Cpl . Harry Dolman visited the Mess
on the following Wednesday to explain
his absence . He looks fine, and is doing
very well at present in the Metropolitan
Police.
At any time of the day one may observe
little knots of N .C .Os . gathered around
an " old hand " who says he has been to
Egypt and India, and tells very tall stories
of his sojourn there.
The writer heard just one anecdote, and
does not wish to hear more .

" Hot? " sneers the old sweat . " Why
when I was in Egypt we had a day like
this, and the natives were dying off
through frost bite, and in the Mess we
were playing ` poky-die ' for places near
the stove! "

EQUINE BIOGRAPHIES.
No. 2.
GREY TICK.
REY 'TICK was a brown mare,
ticked with grey, 15 hands 2 in . high.
She was bought in Ireland by Col . Wood
in 1918 as a five-year-old, and issued as
a charger to Major V . D . S . Williams,
of the 3rd Dragoon Guards, but on his
retirement she was reissued as a charger
to the Scots Greys, from where she was
sent back to Melton as unsuitable.
In January, 1921, she was issued to the
10th Hussars as a troop horse, and posted
to " B " Squadron . After about three
weeks as a " troop hairy," she was promoted, Major Greenwood, commanding
" B " Squadron, allowing me to take her
as a charger . She was officially reclassified by Col . Wood on the last occasion
that he visited the Regiment before his
retirement.
She was never " quite " suitable for
parade, nor could she be described as a
" cushy ride " at riding school . There
is still one man, now a Corporal in
" M .G . " Squadron, who was at riding
school with me, who can vouch for her
liveliness . She jumped fairly well, but
always very fast, and when out hunting
had an extremely awkward habit of flying
everything in her stride . This habit of
hers, especially in a country full of
" Irish doubles " (a bank with a ditch on
both sides), made a ride on Grey Tick
always, interesting and exciting, and
sometimes disastrous!
In February, 1922, the Regiment moved
to Canterbury, where Grey Tick was
banished from parade and nearly from
the Regiment . She disgraced herself and
her master on a Regimental parade, by
endeavouring on numerous occasions to
get off that parade before dismissal.
After this painful episode, something had
to be done to justify her existence as a
10th Hussar charger, so, remembering

G
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the speed she had shown on the parade
ground, I entered her in the Past and
Present Race at the Belvoir Point-toPoint . Although very unfit, she ran and
jumped remarkably well, and finished fifth
in a field of twenty-two . After this, I
entered her in the Regimental Chargers'
Race with the Mid-Kent, which she won
comfortably . She then ran in the East
Kent Light-weight Race, which she again
won easily.
Thus her racing career began promisingly, and the Colonel viewed her capers
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posed of small wattle fences cocked up
on banks. She won this easily by four
lengths, carrying thirteen stone, which
was a lot of weight for such a little one
as she . She again won the Regimental
Chargers ' Race without difficulty, and
finished up the season by winning the
Light-weight Race at the Berkeley Pointto-Point.
The year 1924 was an unlucky one for
Grey Tick . I got her ready to try to win
the Army Point-to-Point again, and felt
fairly confident of success .
However,

[Photo : Sweatman Hedgehand, Maidstone.

LIEUT . HARVEY ON "GREY TICK ."

on parade with a less austere countenance . After her races the previous year,
I expected Grey Tick to be a wilder ride
than ever out hunting . This was not
the case, however, for as time went on
she became a much better and more
temperate hunter.
By the end of my leave on January
moth, 1923, I had made up my mind to
run her in Earl Haig's Cup at the Army
Point-to-Point, a race open to all Government chargers . The races were held at
Arborfield, over a very tricky course com-

after going about a mile, Grey Tick took
off right under a fence, and fell heavily,
half pulling the bridle off . By the time
we had righted ourselves, the other
runners were a field and a half in front.
We went after them, and to such a tune
that she was only beaten by two lengths,
and finished second.
She hurt her knee in the fall, and,
although I got her sound and ran her in
the Berkeley Open Race, I had to pull her
up dead lame before we had gone a mile.
In 1925 I stopped hunting at the end
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of January, and ran her in the beginning
of March in the Beaufort Open Race
against a big field of pretty useful horses.
I did not expect to win, as she was only
half fit, but wanted to give her a good
school " before the Army Point-toPoint . I finished second, beaten by two
lengths, and I think I should have won
it by the same margin if I had pushed
her on earlier in the race.
She was perfectly all right afterwards,
and I felt pretty confident of winning the
Army Race again . This year it was held
at Dimchurch, near Rugby, over a long
and, I consider, tiring course . She put
up about the best performance of her
career, and won by four lengths from the
horse tnat beat her the previous year.
So, with luck, she should have done the
" hat trick ." She was very tired after
this race, and it took more out of her than
I had ever known before . So I rested
her for a month, and then decided to go
down " pot hunting " to the scene of her
early triumphs in Kent.
I ran her in the Ashford Valley Open
Race, but was badly interfered with in
the straight, and finished third, beaten by
two heads . Three days later, I ran her
in the Mid-Kent Open Race, and was
leading by four lengths two fences from
home . The last fence was badly broken,
and she galloped straight through it, and
came down I remounted and finished
second, beating the winner of the race at
the Ashford Valley by a head for second
place .
A most unlucky and expensive
trip.
The year 1926 was the end of her active
career . I broke her down very badly
hunting with the Grafton, and could
never get her right again . I bought her
out in the following summer, and started
breeding from her . The first year she
had twins by Santair, which both died.
Next year she had a lovely colt foal by
the same sire, and is now in foal to
Kentish Knock, the winner of the Ascot
Gold Vase in 1925.
She was the finest animal I have ever
ridden, because, although very light
weight, she won in the deepest going, and
would literally never give up till she
dropped . She ran twelve times : won
six times, second three times, and third
once .
C. B. H.

have not been a great many
social events to record since I last
wrote some notes for the lady readers of
the GAZETTE.
On June 1st, we had a garden party
on the cricket ground . Unfortunately,
the day was very cold, with a piercing
north-east wind, and, despite games and
races, we all felt decidedly chilly . After
tea, a Punch and Judy show was held in
the Corporals' Mess (kindly lent for the
occasion), which was greatly enjoyed by
the children.
July 28th was Old Comrades' Day, and
we were very glad to meet so many old
friends, and hear how they are getting- on
in civilian life.
Now that it is more or less definitely
settled that we sail for Egypt on October
9th, our thoughts turn more and more
to those things which we must take with
us . Having decided this knotty problem
—be warned in time ! —a very strong box
is necessary to withstand a sea voyage.
One bound with iron is preferable, as it
is forbidden to tie up boxes with rope
for the voyage.
When the Regiment left India for
Africa in 1912, Major Gosling was watching the embarkation at Bombay, when a
particularly large box was swung up on
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the crane . As it hung half-way between
heaven and sea, it suddenly burst to
pieces, scattering the entire household
goods of one of the families upon the
deck below! Therefore, if you do not
wish to see all your personal and intimate
belongings draped about the upper works
of the troopship—or, worse still, floating
in Port Said Harbour—see that your
baggage is sound and its fastenings
secure.
I have been badgered incessantly by the
Editor to give you some fashion notes.
" Something chatty," he says, " about
having seen Mrs . B in a lovely painted
organdie with a scarf of bismuth green
chiffon—or dear little Lady ' N ' in a
polka spotted magenta six-piecer with
trimmings of elephant breath ninon
I'm afraid I'm unable to cope with
such an undertaking at present, but if
he continues to press me so relentlessly,
and some such article does appear, the
responsibility will be entirely his.

response to a letter sent out by the
I Commanding Officer, the subscription
list of the Regimental Association has
been greatly increased, and we are pleased
to note that quite a few who had
pre-viously withdrawn their subscriptions
have once again commenced to pay.
Now that the Regiment is going- abroad
and practically everyone now on the
strength of the Regiment will complete
his service with it, we earnestly recommend all who have not done so to join
the Regimental Association as soon as
possible.
It is, only a small sum to pay to become
a life member, and you have the satisfaction of knowing that, as soon as the
full amount is paid, you are a member for
the remainder of your life.
It is hoped to publish the full list of
life members in the next number of the
GAZETTE.

Was the " Arctic Star " washed away
with the " Golden Rain "?

EQUITATION NOTES.
Arabs are hiding
S IXinfiendish-looking
barracks . Their appearances
have been few, but always sensational.
When they do emerge from their lair,
their daring feats of horsemanship and
dazzling skill-at-arms have struck awe and
terror into the hearts of all . Savage,
wild, uncouth, shrieking fellows, they
know no master save one . The Equitation Officer is the only man they claim as
lord, and to him only will they bend the
knee . Under his influence, their proud
spirits have grown more amenable, and
at his secret signal they will emerge from
their hiding--places and join him in friendly
conclave.
Three organized raids have been carried
out—the results, no doubt, of those secret
gatherings . The first was to Hanwell,
where a large crowd split its sides at their
amusing- antics, and later held its breath
and gasped to view the deadly accuracy
with which they wielded sword or lance
or pistol .
Supporting the Arabs was a
team of vaulters, whose performance was
also greatly admired . Nor must we
forget " Curly, the Clown," who, at grave
personal risk, allowed these frenzied
Touaregs to assault him with every
known weapon in almost every portion of
his anatomy, yet came off scathless.
The people of Ealing were the victims
of the second raid, from which the Arabs
returned triumphant and laden with
plunder .
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The men of Ealing said that the daring
of these dusky warriors surpassed anything they had ever known, and the
women—well, you know how this Sheikstuff goes with them!
Then there followed the great raid.
Into the very heart of Oxfordshire these
dusky rascals dared to penetrate . The
plan was conceived behind locked doors,
the secret carefully guarded, and when
the special train, with blinds drawn down,
drew into Aston Rowat, the county-folk
stood spellbound to see it disgorge its
fearsome cargo . Spellbound all afternoon, they tried to follow the speed of
the galloping and leaping horses ; mazed
and dumbfounded, they watched each
gleaming lance bear off its quivering
prey! The crack of shots, the bang of
bursting balloons, the wild, hoarse cries
of triumph still echo in that quiet countryside . The oldest inhabitant is deafer than
ever, and the hearts of those simple
country maidens have not yet regained
their normal bucolic heat.
On Old Comrades' Day once more did
they appear . The mounted sports had
drawn to a peaceful conclusion, and there
was a self-satisfied and contented grin on
the face of O .C . " A " when they swept
into the arena . Spurred on by the
presence of so many old Tenth Hussars,
their cries were hoarser than ever, and
their skill with sword and lance fiendishly
accurate.
These displays have only been made
possible by much hard practice . S .S .M.
Guy, the N .C .Os . and men are much to
be congratulated on the fruits of their
labour . Their efforts have been much
appreciated, and their services widely
sought after, but, best of all, many charities have benefited in no small way.
Another display by the Regiment was
given at Ealing, and this was a great
success . This was largely due to the
great efforts of S .S .M . Dearden and
Sergt . Mitchell . This was given on the
same day as the Arab display at Aston
Rowat, and by an entirely fresh lot of
men .
Great credit is due to all.
SHOW JUMPING.
The Regiment began the season with
the Section Jumping at Olympia . S .S .M.
Guy and Sergt . Wells did very good
rounds, but in the end the team recorded
nearly thirty faults . This was not good

enough, but it was a fairly creditable
performance.
Sergt . Prince did well in the Dummy
Thrusting and All Arms, and only just
missed honours.
At Richmond, Mr . Donner, Mr.
Dawnay, and Sergt . Hart did some quite
good rounds, but they were not " in the
money . '
Next came the International Horse
Show, held at Olympia . Mr . Harvey
covered himself with glory by doing a
clear round on Second String in the
King's Cup . In the jump-off, however,
all went well until the wattle, but here
Second String, although perfectly right,
unaccountably hit it with his forelegs, and
got four faults . This put him fifth . It
was a wonderful performance . Incidents
there were in plenty .
Once Mousie
stopped before Mr . Donner . In the
scurry, -Mr . Miller " scrubbed " so hard
that he and beautiful M .G . Coronach both
swallowed mouthfuls of tan . Mr . Milbanke had some noisy rounds, but rode
with great determination.
At Imber Court, we were second in the
Section Jumping . S .S .M . Guy won a
jumping competition, and Sergt . Hart
was third.
" C " Squadron was second in the
Section Tent Pegging on Old Comrades '
Day, " A " Squadron being first.
In the other mounted events held on
that day, Sergt . Prince won the All Arms
Competition, doing two very good
rounds . Sergt . Wells was second, and
L ./Cpl . Davis third.
The Broncho Cup provided a victory
for " A" Squadron . At the end of the
first round, " A " was leading " C " by
8 points, but in the second round, largely
thanks to a clear round by Sergt . Prince
"A" Squadron drew away and won by
30 points.
M .G ." Squadron never flattered at
any step of the contest.
The teams were as follows :
" A " Squadron . — Lieut . Dawnay,
Sergt . Prince, L ./Cpl . Watkins and Tpr.
Poulter.
" C " Squadron . — Lieut . Milbanke,
Sergt . Elderfield, I . ./Cpl . Frisby and
Tpr . Carter.
"M .G ."
Squadron . — Capt . Davy,
S .S .M . Guy, L ./Cpl . Cutting, and Far.
Mace .
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10th Royal Hussars Old Comrades
T HEAssociation
held its fourteenth
Annual Dinner at the Cannon Street
Hotel on June 5th, 1928 . About
forty past and present officers, two hundred ex-N .C .Os . and men, and about
fifty serving N .C .Os . and men were
present .

Gentlemen, I will read to you the following telegram :—" Please thank the
Old Comrades of the Tenth for
their
message
of
loyal
greeting
to their Colonel-in-Chief, and wish them
from me an enjoyable evening ."
Gentlemen :
" Our Colonel-in-Chief
and our King ."
(Toast .)
Your Royal Highness, Mrs . Mackenzie, my Lords and Gentlemen : I give
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OLD , COMRADES' DINNER.

The chair was taken by the Colonel of
the Regiment, Viscount Byng of Vimy.
As soon as everyone was seated a
flashlight photograph was taken, but the
result has not been entirely satisfactory,
as a good many of the diners cannot be
seen.
The Band of the Regiment was present, and played some very nice music
during the dinner.
The following is a report of the toasts
and speeches : —
THE CHAIRMAN :
Your Royal Highness, Mrs . Mackenzie, My Lords and

you " The Queen, the Prince of Wales,
and other members of the Royal Family ."
(Toast .)
Will you rise, gentlemen, in your
places, and drink the silent toast of our
fallen comrades.
(Silent toast .)
The Secretary, Mrs . Mackenzie, then
rose, and after the applause had subsided
read out the report for the past year.
LT . — COL . THE VISCOUNT DOWNE,
C .M .G .,
D .S .O .—Your Royal High-
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ness, Lord Byng, Old Comrades:
I know very well there are many
here to-night who have a greater
claim than I have to propose the
very important toast which has been
entrusted to me, Officers and Colonels
who have commanded the Tenth Hussars
both in peace and in war, and it is only
in one respect that I cannot yield to
them prior place, and that is in my affection for the Tenth Hussars . As a matter of fact, I became a Tenth Hussar in
heart long before I joined the Regiment.
I may say that possibly for my good,
certainly for my discomfort, I went to a
riding school many years before I joined
the Regiment . I rather wonder if we
old people know what does happen at the
present day, but my old friends here tonight will, I am sure, remember that
nerve-racking word of command which
came from the riding master when we
were jogging around the school quite
happily, more or less going to sleep, and
suddenly there came this appalling command, " Bring in the bar ! " Now I do
not know whether it happens nowadays.
Do not imagine it was beer and sandwiches . What it meant was this . The
first thing that happened was that a
rough-riding sergeant-major presented
the riding-master with an enormous whip
which he promptly cracked . Then the
doors of the riding school opened, and
men rushed headlong about the place.
The only thing that was missing was red
clothes and a mask . The rough-riders—
I see one of them here now—then seized
their whips . Oh, it was an awful thing.
Well, that began when I was a . boy.
But to be serious, I believe every old
comrade will agree with me in saying
that the longer we live the more constantly do we think of the Regiment.
Now, as an example, and this is perfectly
true, before I knew that I was going to
have the honour to-night of standing
here and making a speech, I was riding
around my farm at home—this is true—
and suddenly for no rhyme or reason I
began to think of when I was an adjutant, and I am very proud that I was
adjutant of the Tenth ; how I had to
cope with the squadrons when I wanted
anything out of them . If I went to one
squadron for something I had to be very
careful I did not get something I did
not want as well . When I went to

the second squadron I had to be more
careful still, and choose the psychological moment to explain the position
and possibly I got what I wanted . The
third one—this is true, I swear to you —
I asked for it and probably got it with a
sickly smile . Of course, you can have
the man, but it is very hard on the soldier to be taken from a happy and safe
home and put into the dangers and trials
of a less gifted body . And do not
imagine that was only one squadron
leader ; there was the same in every
squadron to cope with . But when arguments failed and blarney was useless,
there was one trump card you could play.
If you could say, and you could prove
that it was for the good of the Regiment,
you got it, and rightly they all stuck up
for their squadron . But, though on the
surface they were for the squadron, it is
perfectly true to say that in heart they
were for the Tenth Hussars ; and I have
not a shadow of doubt that, as it was
then, so it is to-day.
Old Comrades, we live in changing
times . Only quite recently we heard that
two very distinguished cavalry regiments
had been mechanized . I do not know
what that means, but still, they took their
horses away from them . Should it ever
happen, which God forbid, that the
natural friends and the natural supporter
—I admit there have been moments
when the support has not been there at
the proper moment—supposing that is
ever taken away from the 10th Hussars,
I know we can trust the Tenth to make
the best of what the Government give
them . You cannot do more, whether
you like it or not ; do the best with the
equipment that is given you . One of the
great dangers that has to be guarded
against in these days is the old soldier's
reminiscences . Just now I mentioned
that the natural friend of the Tenth is a
horse, and in saying that, I believe I
speak the absolute truth, because no
regiment has ever exceeded, and seldom
equalled, this cavalry regiment for horse
management, the handling of horses, and
for the life of horses, as the Tenth
Hussars . You can think of dozens of
men ; at the moment, I can think of
several—that fine horseman, Sergt .Major Payne ; there was no better horseman in his time than Sergt .-Major Gale,
who is sitting here now ; there have
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never been such officers as Col . Fisher
Childe, Lord William ,Bentinck, Col.
Malise Graham, and as long as you have
horses, so long I am certain you will
have horses fit and looking well and carefully looked after.
Now I know to-night that my old comrades would wish me to say a very
special word to the Regiment, because
if what we are told is true this autumn
they once more go on foreign service.
This dinner has certainly, to my knowledge, been a greater and greater success every year for certain reasons . The
efficiency of the work of the Committee,
the fact that we old comrades wish to
meet one another, but, I believe, tremendously because we old comrades like
to see the present Tenth ; and it makes
us sad to think that for some years to
come we shall not see the active Tenth.
But we wish you to know this, that
wherever you go and whatever you do
we shall watch your doings with the
greatest interest ; we shall have you constantly in our minds, and we know that
we can trust you to carry on the heritage
that we old people have handed over to
you, remembering this, that " men may
come, and men may go," but the soul of
a great Regiment marches on for ever.
Old comrades, I give you the toast of
" The Regiment—Col . Greenwood . "
(Toast .)
COL . V . J . GREENWOOD, COMMANDING
OFFICER : Lord Byng, 10th Hussars . I
thank Lord Downe for what he has said
about the Regiment . I hope sincerely
that we do keep up the old traditions
with the efficiency that you did . I hope
that I may say that I think the spirit to
do so is still there.
I am not going to tell you any news of
the Regiment to-night because, at the
request of a large number of you, the
Regimental GAZETTE has been re-started,
and I think you will find everything that I
might say in it . It is on sale here tonight, and I hope you will support it.
Capt . Davy has taken on the arduous
duties of Editor, and I, for one, congratulate him very heartily indeed on his first
number . He asked me to say that he has
not acknowledged the subscriptions individually that he has received—he has
acknowledged them all in the GAZETTE, SO
if anyone has not received acknowledg-

ment he will know that his subscription is
acknowledged in the GAZETTE.
It is sad to think that this is the last
occasion for some years that we, of the
serving Regiment, will be able to dine
with you here, as we have done for so
many years . But let us remember that . in
starting another tour of foreign service, 1
sincerely hope that the Regiment has
started another tour of prosperity . We
have already begun to reap the advantages
of not having to send drafts out to other
regiments . Every man trained now is
another man for the 10th, and I think
all officers and non-commissioned officers
who have been responsible for training
the recruits feel that, and the thought that
in a few years' time every man will have
a certain amount of service, and that a
squadron on parade will look like a
squadron, and not like a small troop,
fills everyone with thoughts of future
prosperity . So I, for one, am keen
to go abroad, and judging from the
large number of men who are going on
for twelv e and twenty-one years, I think
there are others who will feel the same.
I was very sorry we were not able to hold
our annual reunion on or about May 13th,
but the " powers that be " decided we
should go for a musketry course . However, in consultation with Mrs . Mackenzie,
I have selected July 28th of this year, and
1 hope that on that day there will be a big
muster of you to come down and say
" good-bye " to us before we go . I think
there is no more that I can say.
MAJOR R . G . ROBERTS : Lord Byng,
10th Hussars,—I call on the serving
officers, non-commissioned officers and
men of the Regiment to rise and drink the
health of the " Old Tenth ."
(Toast .)
.
R
.
B
.
FISHER
CHILDE : Your
Col.
Royal Highness, Lord Byng, Mrs.
Mackenzie, 10th Hussars, and Old Comrades,—I remember many many years ago
when an old gentleman got tip to make a
speech saying, with the impertinence of
youth, " I hope the old bustard won't be
too long-winded "
Now that time has
turned me into the old bustard I hope I
shall remember that old saying to-night.
Now at this dinner last year we were told,
and very beautifully told, by our Colonel,
I .ord Byng, how he had met the beautiful
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spirit of the Regiment in many parts of
the world . I think I have met that spirit
here to-night in the greeting my dear old
friends have given me, a greeting that
has gone to the bottom of my heart . I
know I was with you for twenty-eight
years . I also know it is twenty-eight
years since I left you, but I see the
memory, of the 10th lasts longer than
twenty-eight years, as you have just
shown me . I was shaking hands with an
old friend here, when he said, " I was
with you in Kurram Valley ." Now
Kurram Valley was in the first Afghan
War . A squadron remained behind while
the Regiment went with the Kurram
Valley forces under Sam Brown . Incidentally, this squadron in which we were
was the first English cavalry that Lord
Roberts had ever commanded in the field,
a fact that he always was proud of and
referred to in his life . It was here that he
first brought his name before the public
by taking that position at Peivar Kotan
with so little loss of life—a name that
hecame famous throughout the world, and
beloved by the whole Empire . There is
someone in this room who I have always
thought has much of his ability, many of
his qualifications and characteristics, and
has held high command, but perhaps I
had better say no more or I might make
him blush . All of you know who that
someone is, and we are all very proud that
he is a 10th Hussar . Now this Kurram
Valley was in 1878, and this is 1928,
exactly fifty years ago, and yet my old
friend remembers that we were there
together, so you see that the memory of
the 10th does not stop at twenty-eight
years, but goes on for fifty years and
more . Yes, I honestly believe that the
tradition and spirit of this Regiment will
last a thousand years . There is an Old
Comrade here who, for various reasons,
has not been able to be with us at this
Dinner for many years, but is here tonight in that best of all colours—red—the
scarlet of Chelsea . He and I and that
many gallant old horse Slane scored
triumphs long ago, when I had the
honour of being at the head of this distinguished Regiment . When I went to
Chelsea and met him, he seemed to remember everything that happened to this
old Regiment for the last sixty years . He
re-called many stories : one story I will
tell you . It concerns a very dear friend of

each one of us, Col . Wilson, who, as
" Warty Wilson," has been known and
loved in this Regiment for over half a
century . He came to us from the Navy,
and I can remember being a little bit
envious when he joined us wearing the
medals that he had gained . When our
midshipman was orderly officer for the
first time, and the trumpeter came to say
it was time to sound Feed," unfortunately that trumpeter had not had a
nautical career, and, therefore, was a little
surprised when the answer came, " All
right, pipe away, pipe away, all hands . '
That is fifty-three years ago, and I think
it is a good tribute to the air of Chelsea
that it keeps the memory of our men so
fresh that one of them could remember
that story . On my last visit to Chelsea 1
was taken into the great hall and shown
the picture of a gallant old soldier hanging on the wall . They told me he was
married at the age of ninety-four for the
second time, that he made a good
husband, and, although a little old in life,
I hope a good father also, and that he had
lived until he was 112 . It is well-known
and quite true . Well, I gathered great
comfort from looking at that picture,
because I thought that we old 10th, who
are still on the right side of eighty,
although the margin is very narrow, still,
in comparison with that soldier, can count
ourselves young men, and it is good to be
called a young man again.
Thank you, Major Roberts, for the very
nice way you proposed the old 10th . A
little praise is always sweet, but when it
comes from one ' s own old Regiment it is
sweeter than honey from the honeycomb.
I want to tell you that which you already
know, that should at any time difficulties
or worries come into your lives, you have
a loyal friend in your old Colonel, who, as
far as his abilities go, will never fail.
SIR MATTHEW R . WILSON, BART . :

Your Royal Highness, Lord Byng and
Old Comrades,—Some of us have greatness thrust upon us, as I have had tonight . But if I had to have it thrust upon
me I would like it thrust upon me to propose the health of our Colonel . Our
Colonel woke up one morning to find himself famous . Many of us dream we are
famous, and wake tip to find it a dream.
I can only say the best time of my life has
been spent in the 10th Hussars, and the
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best of that was when commanded by
Lord Byng . He was not only our Colonel
but our friend and our constant companion . Generals, as we all know, are
not allowed to make mistakes . Our
General never made a mistake except one
—he once made me Paymaster . I am
proud to say that all the men and the
officers were paid in full, but owing to an
unscrupulous shroff in India my poor
grandfather had to pay up £2,000 . But
as I have told you, Generals do not make
mistakes . A judge makes a mistake, and
it becomes the law of the land ; a plumber
makes a mistake, and we have to pay
twice for it : a doctor makes a mistake.
and he buries it ; a Cabinet Minister
makes a mistake, and nobody knows the
difference . But what a strange world we
live in—a few words change the whole of
our lives . There is a small Cabinet meeting, a few words from them, and then
we get the message that our soldier is
turned into the most popular GovernorGeneral that Canada has ever known.
The same thing in a small way happens in
our own lives . We mumble a few words in
church and are married ; we mumble a few
words in our sleep and we are divorced.
We must all remember that to-morrow
the greatest race in the world is run : this
is the eve of the Derby, as you all know.
Well, in the race of life, Lord Byng has
run in that, and is already our classical
winner . I wish I could tell you the winner
to-morrow, but I have not got a horse in
it . I will tell you a winner in the near
future . I have got a horse—Arctic Star—
in the Northumberland Stakes, not yet
handicapped, and if he gets within 7 lb . of
the top weight I think you can go and
have a good bet on him . I have also got
a two-year-old which we think is the best
we have in our stables, and I am running
it at Ascot in the Windsor Castle Stakes—
Golden Rain.
Well, this is a mere digression . We
are not here to talk, as Anthony said to
Cleopatra, so I will ask you to fill your
glasses and to drink to the Colonel of the
10th Hussars, whose name is to-day a
household word, and whose fame will live
in history .
(Toast .)
THE CHAIRMAN : Your Royal Highness,
Mrs . Mackenzie, my Lords and Gentlemen,—Thank you, Sir Matthew, thank
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you for your very kind sentiments in that
toast ; thank you, Old Comrades, for your
reception . I wonder if you ever read the
things called sporting papers . If you do,
no matter what sport you take up, you
see at the end the news of lesser merit.
In racing they come under the heading of
" Also ran," in cricket under the name of
" Did not bat," in golf you see they
" Failed to qualify," and in football you
will see them described " If Mr . So-andSo had tackled one of his opponents with
the same venom as he tackled the referee
he would have got it . So it is done on
your card of toasts . At the tail comes the
also ran," that did not bat, that failed
to qualify, suffering from every indication
of age, decay, and with all his works
groaning and creaking to maintain a little
more life, so he comes to you and is called
the Chairman.
Many years ago, many, many years
ago, I was a serving soldier in the 10th.
Then a dreadful thing happened : they
made me what is called a General . Now I
always looked upon Generals, before I
became one, as the most remarkably
inconvenient people in the world . They
were always inconvenient—did inconvenient things at inconvenient times . They
went and saw inconvenient places where
we certainly did not want to admit them.
They would come into a squadron's storeroom the morning after the Quartermaster-Sergeant's dog had a litter ; they
would come into the cookhouse at the
moment when the ashes had fallen into
the soup . They would indicate, by every
means in their power, that they had come
to make their presence felt . Gentlemen,
I was one of them . The only merit—I do
not know if you call it a merit ; personally,
I think it is one—there was this about
them that their love for the troops they
commanded goes beyond all words . That
is my case . The love of the troops that I
have had the honour of commanding is
not the sort of thing one can hear to put
into words . What you Old Comrades can
hear and see we all know and cannot
express . Col . Fisher Childe expressed it
in very good language, but I know he was
keeping something back . It is this soul
of the Regiment, this soul, this remarkably unintelligible, unchangeable entity
that makes you and me, that makes us so,
that makes the 10th Hussars what we
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think they are and what we know they
are, this unchangeable entity called soul.
Old Comrades, young Comrades, keep
it . It is the best thing you have got ; it is
one of the finest things in the whole
world . Do not lose it when you go back
and be civilized : keep it . It is easier for
you serving soldiers than it is for us, but
we are trying to keep it . We know that
you are keeping it wherever you are . Old
Comrades, young Comrades, old 10th,
serving 10th, keep that soul . Thank you.
The Old Comrades' Social Committee
organized some very successful dances
during last winter . The financial success of
these dances resulted in a balance of
£14 6s . 6d ., and the Committee decided
unanimously that £4 6s . 6d . should be
spent on an Old Comrades ' standard to
be used at Old Comrades' parades, the
remaining £10 to be handed over to the
Regimental Association to be used as
considered best.
The Regimental Association are much
indebted to the Dance Committee for this
additional gift, as the Committee have
already presented a typewriter to the
Association.
Owing to the death of Mr . Turner, the
Secretary of the Dance Committee, it has
been decided to give up these dances for
the present, but if any of the Old Comrades would like to commence them again
Mrs . Mackenzie, 33, Pembroke Square,
W .8, will make every effort to reorganize
the Committee.
OLD COMRADES' DAY.
The annual reunion with the Old Comrades was held this year on Saturday,
July 28th.
May 13th is the actual day for this
reunion, but owing to the Regiment being
away at Pirbright on the Annual Small
Arms Course it could not take place on
that day this year.
Old Comrades began to arrive in two ' s
and three ' s from early morning until by
the time the Regiment was on parade
about 12.25, fully 20o were ready to
march past at the head of the Regiment.
The Regiment and the Old Comrades
were first inspected by the Colonel of the
Regiment, Viscount Byng . After the

inspection, Viscount Byng and the Commanding Officer, Lieut .-Col . Greenwood,
laid wreaths on the Regimental Memorial.
Immediately afterwards the Regiment,
headed by the Old Comrades, marched
past the Memorial . The squadrons then
marched away to their parade grounds,
and after being dismissed mingled
amongst their friends.
A good many of the Old Comrades
seized the opportunity of having their
photographs taken in a group round the
Memorial.
The Old Comrades were then entertained to lunch in the gymnasium.
After lunch mounted sports were held
on Hounslow Heath, the following events
taking place :—All - Arms Competition,
Section Tent - Pegging, Jumping for
Broncho Cup, Mounted Display, and
Section Tent-Pegging, Present
Past.
The Band played during the afternoon,
and was much appreciated by all.
After the sports were over, and tea had
been partaken of, everyone began to wend
their way to the concert, which was due
to start at 7 .30 p .m . Long before that
time the seats were filled, with the result
that a wagon had to be turned out to
bring more chairs.
Eventually the concert started, and
judging by the applause that was given
unstintingly it was a huge success.
CONCERT PROGRAMME.
1. The Band.
2. Opening Chorus, the Company.
3 . Song, Cpl . Garcia.
4 . Song, Mr . Dicker (female impersonator).
Duet, Bdmr . Roberts and Q .M .S.
Swadling.
6. Song, Bdmr . Roberts.
7. Song, Cpl . Taylor.
8 . Quartette, Bdmr . Roberts, Q .M .S.
Swadling, Cpl . Garcia, and Mr.
Dicker.
9. Song, Q .M .S . Swadling.
10 . Duet, Cpls . Taylor and Garcia.
11. Xlyophone solo, L ./Cpl . Nei.
12. Song, Mr . Dicker.
13. Song, Cpl . Taylor.
14 . Duet, Q .M .S . Swadling and Mr.
Dicker.
15 . Song, Bdmr . Roberts.
16 . Song, Q .M .S . Swadling.
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17 . Quartette, Bdmr . Roberts, Q .M .S.
Swadling, Cpl . Taylor and Mr.
Dicker.
18. Song, Mr . Dicker.
19. Musical Sketch, the Company.
20. Finale, the Company.
By the end of the concert the majority
of the Old Comrades had departed ; the
remainder either stayed over the weekend or left by the last trains.
It is very sad to think that this is the
last reunion for at least six or seven years,
and that we shall never again see some of
the Old Comrades who laughed and joked
with us on Saturday.
Until we return from service abroad the
reunion must be held in abeyance, and our
only reunion must he through the medium
of the GAZETTE.
Old Comrades, if you wish to keep in
touch with the Regiment, please rally
round the GAZETTE ; making sure of getting
your copy by enrolling as a regular subscriber . If you meet an old 10th who has
not heard of the GAZETTE tell him all about
it, and persuade him to send in for the
back copies and an enrolment form.
Old Comrades, we wish you the very
best of luck and prosperity, and we hope
to see you all in a grand rally on the
first anniversary of May 13th after our
return to England.

SPORTS NEWS.
Troop Cup Cricket Tournament
T HE
was played in two rounds, semi-final
and final, the results being as follows :
First Round .—" A1 " beat " A2 " by
6 runs . The Band beat " C4 " by 2
wickets . " A3 " beat " C1 " by 6 runs.
"HQ
C3," " A4 " and
C2 "
" M .G ." drew byes.
Second Round —"A4 " beat " A3 " by
35 runs . Band beat " M .G ." by 26 runs.
" H .Q ." beat " C3 " by 9 runs . " C2 '
beat " Al " by 45 runs.
Semi-final .—Band beat " A4 " by 87
runs . " C2 " beat " H .Q ." by 7 runs.
Final .—The Band were considered the
favourites, but after a very exciting game
they were beaten by " C2 ."
Well done, " C2 ."

The Squadron Cricket Shield Tournament was commenced before any definite
news had been received as to the exact
date when we should embark for Egypt,
with the result that, when this news did
arrive, and a large number of men had to
he sent on leave, it was decided to postpone any further matches until after the
leave had finished.
" H .Q ." Wing and the " M .G . '
Squadron combined together to produce
a team.
The following- are the results up to
date :
First Round .—" H .Q . and M .G ." beat
C .. Squadron by 3 runs . " A " beat
C " by 2 wickets . " A '' heat " H .Q.
and M .G ." by 39 runs.
Second Round .—" H .O . and M .G . "
beat " C " by 111 runs.
" A " Squadron and "H .Q . and M .G ."
have one more game to play.
The Regiment have played the following games, out of which they have won
nine of them ; the results being :
June 7th .—10th Royal Hussars v . The
Depot Royal Fusiliers, at Hounslow.
Scores : 10th Royal Hussars, 122 ; Depot
Royal Fusiliers, 112 . Won by 10 runs.
June 8th .—10th Royal Hussars v . 2nd
Bn . Grenadier Guards, at Battersea Park.
Scores : 10th Royal Hussars, 53 : 2nd Bn.
Grenadier Guards, 135 . Lost by 82 runs.
June 10th .—10th Royal Hussars v.
R
10th .A .S .C ., at Feltham . Scores :
Royal Hussars, 134 : R .A .S .C ., 127 . WOO
by 7 runs.
June 23rd .—10th Royal Hussars v.
R .A .S .C . (Kensington), at Wormwood
Scrubs . Scores : 10th Royal Hussars,
Too ; R .A .S .C ., 68 . Won by 32 runs.
June 27th .—10th Royal Hussars v.
Pigeons C .C ., at Hounslow . Scores:
10th Royal Hussars, 186 for 8 (dec .) :
Pigeons . C .C ., 97 for 6 .
Draw.
July 8th .—10th Royal Hussars v . Turnham Green C .C ., at Hounslow . Scores:
10th Royal Hussars, 114 ; Turnham Green
C .C ., 36 . Won by 78 runs.
July 11th .—10th Royal Hussars v . Bagshot
10th
C .C ., at Bagshot .
Scores :
Royal Hussars, 195 .
Bag-shot C .C ., 81.
Won by 114 runs.
July 13th .—10th Royal Hussars v . Mill
Park, at Ealing . Scores:
1Hill
0th
Royal Hussars, 146 ; Mill Hill, 182 . Lost
by 36 runs .
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July 14th .—10th Royal Hussars v.
R .A .S .C . (Kensington), at Hounslow.
Scores : 10th Royal Hussars, 132:
R .A .S .C ., 75 .
Won by 57 runs.
July 13th .-10th Royal Hussars v.
Turnham C .C ., at Hounslow . Scores:
10th Royal Hussars, 231 : Turnham C .C .,
201 .
Won by 30 runs.
July
22nd .—10th Royal Hussars v.
Aquarius C .C ., at Hounslow . Scores:
10th Royal Hussars, 151 ; Aquarius C .C .,
122 .
Won by 29 runs.
.
July 25th .-10th Royal Hussars v
Depot Royal Fusiliers, at Hounslow.
Scores : 10th Royal Hussars, 77 ; Depot
Lost by 107 runs.
Royal Fusiliers, 184 .
July 29th .—10th Royal Hussars z' . Bag10th shot C .C ., at Hounslow . Scores:
Royal Hussars, 59 : Bagshot C .C ., 93 .
Lost by 34 runs.
August 1st .—10th Royal Hussars v.
Staff and Departments, at Hounslow.
Scores : 10th Royal Hussars, 119 ; Staff
and Departments, 37 . Won by 82 runs.
It is. hoped that a few more games will
be played before we leave for abroad, and
that we shall be able to field a good side
in Egypt, where cricket is favourable and
played on matting.

THINGS WE WANT TO
KNOW.
What is the saving a certain Sergeant
makes by buying milk in lieu of beer ?
*
* *
What member of the Sergeants' Mess
returned his breakfast egg to the cook
because the yolk was not in the centre?
*
* *
Why does practically everybody who
goes into the P .R .I .'s office remark,
" What a misty .day it is ! " ?
*
* *
Who was the Officers ' Mess waiter who
told one of the officers that Capt . Howard
Kerr was getting married in Brompton
Conservatory ?
*
* *
Is the tipster of the Regimental Dinner
in league with the " bookies "
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Who was the Corporal who ordered a
glass of milk to be warmed up every
night for his supper in the Troopers'
canteen ? Why did he cancel the order
as soon as the canteen staff was changed ?
*
* *
Who was the Regimental Orderly
Sergeant-Major who, when visiting the
guard room at 4 a .m ., explained to the
Sergeant of the Guard that he wanted to
be the first to hear the cuckoo ?
*
* *
Who was the forage orderly who fell
into the boiler one Sunday afternoon
Which suffered most—the hot feed or the
orderly?
*
* *
Who was the W .O . who went to the
squadron parade without his chin-strap
and cap-badge?
*
* *
Who was the W .O . who did not know
how to put a bandolier on correctly on
the occasion of the visit of H .M . the
King ?
*
* *
" Pants and puttees with jackets on
. " (Extract from Orderly Room
Letter re the visit of H .M . the King .)
What does a pair of puttees look like
with a jacket on?
*
* *
Why was the A ./S ./Sergeant during
his stay at Pirbright so eager to avail
himself of any opportunity of returning
to barracks?
Does Regimental Orders, Part II, dated
4/6/28, Sub-Order No . 2, have any bearing on this N .C .O . ' s love of Hounslow?
*
* *
Who was the Orderly Officer who went
round the stables at Reveille with an
umbrella up?

During the Machine Gun Concentration at Netheravon, a certain Trooper was
left in for duty as stable guard . The
remainder of the Machine Gunners were
in the riding school practising night
firing.
An officer approached the stable guard,
and said : " I hope you will pick up this
night firing ."
The Trooper replied : " Yes, sir ; I am
just going to get a harrow ."
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THE SONG OF THE
SLOTHFUL SUBALTERN.
blighter invented the bugle.
S OME
Some other cad a fife,
And some the other instruments that
brighten soldier life.
They are dead . We must forgive them.
But, oh ! lead the man to me,
Who invented the Vokins chorus of
" One stop, two stop, THREE!! ! "
The rooms were gay, the ladies fair,
The wine like molten gold:
The supper served was excellent,
The brandy " Very old ."
The jazz, champagne and brandy
Together combined to keep
Our mazing footsteps tireless,
And our eyes untouched by sleep.
In the pearly light of morning
We steal to our barrack bed,
To dream of that black-eyed angel,
And await to-morrow's " head ."
It takes more than bleat of bugle and
maddening screech of fife
To pierce our heavy slumbers and bring
us back to life.
They can bleat and screech their damndest, but, oh ! lead the man to me
Who invented the Vokins chorus of
" One stop, two stop, THREE! ! ! "

JOKES, POEMS,
CARTOONS, Etc.
was heard but the scratchN OTHING
ing of the pen as the Squadron
Quartermaster-Sergeant scribbled away,
making up for lost time . Time upon
time he had been interrupted by men
seeking to be put down for " extra pay "
the following week . His temper had
been strained to breaking-point, and woe
betide the next one that interrupted him!
Scratch !
Scratch !
Scratch!
Busily he totted up a long column of
figures . Eleven, twenty, twenty-six,
thirty-two, thirty-six, three shillings—
three, fifteen, twenty-one, thirty-one,
forty-three, fifty-eight—two pounds eighteen shillings—two, three, eleven, fourteen, sixteen, seventeen—seven carry ten
—ten, twenty (there was a shuffle of feet
outside the office door, but he took no

notice )—thirty
Tap! tap! came on
the door.
" Come in," he growled.
No result, and the pen scratched harder
as he jotted down the result of his totting.
Tap! tap!
Come in ." The growl was louder.
Still no resulting entry .
Once again
he started a long column of figures.
Tap! tap!
" What the dickens was it? " he subconsciously thought . " Edgar Wallace ' s
' Face in the Night stunt? "
Tap ! tap! tap!
More insistent this
time.
" COME IN ." The growl rose to a
roar.
A turn of the knob, a shuffle of feet,
and a trooper entered . The S .Q .M .S.
did not deign to look or inquire what he
wanted, but, pulling a scribbling-block
towards him, asked : —
" What name? "
" Smith, sir," came the -answer.
Still no inquiry from the S .Q .M .S . as
to what he wanted.
You were six and fivepence in credit, "
growled the S .Q .M .S.
" Yes, sir," replied Smith.
" Twenty days ' pay at four shillings a
day is four pounds, isn't it? "
" Yes, sir ."
" Four pounds pay and six and fivepence makes four pounds six and fivepence, doesn't it? "
" Yes, sir ."
" You've had three payments of twentyfive shillings each, one shilling for tea,
sixpence for barrack sweeper, two shillings for sports, sixpence for rifle club, a
shilling for the Regimental Association,
and six shillings for clothing . That
leaves you fivepence in credit, doesn't
it? "
He thrust the scribbling-block
under the trooper's nose.
" You can't have a big pay, so get
out . "
" But, sir," quavered the trooper,
meekly, "I did not ask you for a big pay.
Your wife sent me to tell you that the
cistern has burst, and the water is flooding the bedroom ."
?!*—!*—*!
A . S.
[Our consideration for the feelings of
our readers has prevented us from publishing the reply of the
.ES—MQDu]b-
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A REVIEW.
At present the Regiment's quartered at
Hounslow,
Not a had sort of a place, though to
many it sounds low;
Our feeding is better than that of a
boarder,
For rissoles come up in church parade
order.
With mugs all complete we sit ten at a
table,
After grooming and whisping in a fourteen-horse stable:
The Cook Sergeant looks on whilst enjoying the joke
Each egg is complete except for the yoke!
The mess room is fitted with flowers and
mats,
And we all go to meals without any hats.
With walls hung with pictures and tables
snow-white,
The floors highly polished—the whole a
fine sight,
Till the orderly slips and down goes the
stew,
There were ten to a tin, but now only
two!
The barracks are built on an old-fashioned
scale :
Rumour reports that they were once for
sale.
So the R .Es . got busy on account of the
scare,
And sprinkled some gravel all over the
square.
It's no good at all, save for wearing out
boots,
But, thanks be to goodness, only those of
recruits !
Though busy at training, our Sergeants
find time-o
For pokey dice, billiards, shooting and
crimo.
At lifting the pot 'they'll all take some
beating,
But the single ones win when it comes
down to eating.
The Q .M . demands, as he did in the past.
" Send to me quickly the stuff you want
cast ."
Then on all the stuff that is submitted
He holds a post mortem and has it
refitted . . .
G . W . T.

I

[Yes! that ' s what we ' ve had to do with
this.
Will the author recognize it as his?
—ED .]
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LATEST SELECTIONS.
There is plenty of time to venture to
suggest the likely winners of the Royal
Naval, Military and Air Force Tournament at Olympia for the year 1929 :
Jumping (All Ranks) .—S .S .M . Lowe.
Jumping (Other Ranks) .—Cpl . Blockley.
Tent-pegging . — 1, Sergt . " Jock "
Young : 2, Sergt . Frank Clapson.
Revolver .—I,
Lance, Sword, and
S .Q .M .S . "Bill" Snell : 2, Sergt . "Stan "
Wormald.
Dummy Thrusting (Other Ranks) .—
R .Q . M.S . Mason.
Dummy Thrusting (All Ranks) .—Cpl.
Garcia.
Ring and Peg (other Ranks) .—Sergt.
" Tom " Buck.
Ring and Peg (All Ranks) .—Cpl . Victor
Stokes.
Lemon Cutting .—i, S .Q .M .S . " Tam "
Goatcher : 2, Sergt . " Bob " Day.
If taking the peg was not the most
important point, I would be inclined to
favour O .R .S .M . " Sam " Swadling for
a place, but the above selection stands
good .
THE WATCHER".

REGIMENTAL GAZETTE.
LONDON GAZETTE.
Extract dated March 13th, 1928 :
Lieut . Hon . J . J . Stourton resigns his commission, and retains the rank of Lieutenant, March
13th, 1928.
Extract dated June 22nd, 1928 :
Capt . W. H . Druce, D .C .M ., to be Major.
ALLIED REGIMENT.
The designation of 8th New Zealand Mounted
Rifles (Nelson) has been altered to The NelsonMarlborough Mounted Rifles.
POSTINGS.
The undermentioned recruits and boys were
attested for the Corps of Cavalry of the Line on
dates as stated and posted to the Regiment :
548261 Tpr . H . J . Adams, 26/4/28.
548306 Tpr . A . C . Allaway, 5/5/28.
5493101 Tpr . F. T . Anderson, 21/4/28.
54 8 399 Tpr . W . Archer, 6/6/28.
548361 Tpr . J . Barton . 23/5/28.
54 8 35 2 Tpr . G . W . Bateman, 22/5/28.
548225 Tpr . W. Beal, 24/4/28.
548309 Tpr . H . S . Blakeborough, 9/5/28.
548415 Tpr . J . J . Board, 12/6/28.
54 8401 Tpr . V . H . Borrows, 6/6/28 .
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543400 Tpr . E . Cameron, 6/6/28.
548364 Tpr . G . Chellingsworth, 24/5/28.
548240 Tpr . E . A . Cluff, 17/4/28.
54 8 3-9 Tpr . S . R . G. Collett, 22/5/28.
54 8 349 Tpr . P . Corderoy, 19/5/28.
548315 Tpr . J . J . Cottam, 11/5/28.
548321 Tpr . M . G . M . Cotty, 14/6/28.
54 8 337 Tpr . L . Davis, 15/5/28.
548409 Tpr . C . T . Dawson, 7/6/28.
548311 Tpr . A . C . Deacon, 10/5/28.
54 8 33 8 Tpr . \V . C . Dimmock, 18/5/28.
548264 Tpr . C . H . Dixson, 26/4/28.
54 8 334 Tpr . C . Dommett, 16/5/28.
548274 Tpr . R . Dooler, 2/5/28.
548372 Tpr . A . Elkington, 29/5/28.
548303 Tpr. R . Fellner, 5/6/28.
780978 Tpr . S. J . Fletcher, 8/5/28.
548365 Tpr . W . Ford, 26/5/28.
54 8 39 2 Tpr . S . J . Forrester, 4/6/28.
548283 Tpf . T . Friend, 2/5/28.
548414 Tpr . J . M . Gaines, 13/6/28.
548423 Tpr . E . Ginn, 21/6/28.
548313 Tpr . L . L . Goodfellow, 8/5/28.
548228 Tpr . R . Gradwell, 24/4/28.
548293 Tpr . J . K . Gray, 3/5/ 28.
548369 Tpr . R . Hales, 24/5/28.
548263 Tpr . J . Hammon, 26/4/28.
54 8 2 33 Tpr . P . A . Hammond, 24/4/28.
548234 Tpr . G . W . Harris, 26/4/28.
548342 Tpr . G . W . Harrison, 17/5/28.
548416 Tpr . F. Hassell, 12/6/28.
548304 Tpr . F. W . J . Haynes, 3/5/28.
548268 Tpr. T . H . Haynes, 1/5/28.
548269 Tpr . J . Hefford, 26/4/28.
548241 Tpr . G . Hickey, 25/4/28.
548316 Tpr . A . Hicks, 11/5/23.
548274 Tpr . W . G . Holt, 27/4/28.
548 265 Tpr . R . Hook, 27/4/28.
5 4 8223 Tpr . H . Hollier, 19/4/28.
548362 Tpr . F . Inns, 23/5/28.
548282 Tpr . F . L . Isbern, 4/5/28.
774787 Tpr . P . W . Jarman, 25/4/28.
548340 Tpr . G . Johnson, 12/5/28.
54 82 45 Tpr . \V . R . Jones, 2 7/4/ 28.
548203 Boy \V . T . Jones, 14/4/28.
54 3 37 1 Tpr . E . J . King, 30/5/28.
548244 Tpr . H . Lambdon, 25/4/23.
4968236 Tpr . T . E . Lowe, 7/5/28.
54 8 33 1 Tpr. C . H . Luckhurst, 10/5/28.
5494222 Tpr . C . Lush, 21/4/28.
548325 Tpr . J . McGregor, 14/5/28.
548276 Tpr. McKay, 30/4/28.
548267 Tpr . D . J . Mardell, 27/4/28.
548333 Tpr . H . G . Mardling, 11/5/28.
54 8 33 2 Tpr . E . A . Magill, 10/5/28.
54 8 394 Tpr . \V . C . Marshall, 1/6/28.
54 8 353 Tpr . F . Martin, 23/5/28.
548312 Tpr . J . E . Mason, 11/5/28.
548277 Tpr . G . Montague, 1/5/28.
548374 Tpr . C . P . Morris, 30/5/28.
53 .10830 Tpr . R . Mowthorpe, 25/4/28.
548224 Tpr . C . F . Muddiman, 24/4/23.
548360 Tpr . C . Metcalf, 23/5/23.
548284 'l pr . F . G . Mitchell, 3/5/28.
548346 Tpr
. F . Noble, 17/5/28.
54 82 43 Tpr . \V . O'Farrell, 2 5/4/ 28.
54 3 373 Tpr . E . W . Parfitt, 30/5/28.
54830$ Tpr . J . C . Parsons, 8/5/28.
543412 Tpr . J . W . Proctor, 11/6/28.
548402 Tpr . F . A . Rantell, 4/6/28.
548406 Tpr . R . E . Richards, 11/6/28.
545246 Tpr . A . J . Rollo, 27/4/28 .

548227 Tpr . J . W . Rose, 24/4/28.
548378 Tpr . D . Scott, 29/5/28.
548266 Tpr . F . N . Setterfield, 27/4/28.
548422 Tpr . S . G . Sexton, 13/6/28.
548341 Tpr . W . H . Shepherd, 16/5/28.
54 8393 Tpr . R . Shillingford, 31/5/28.
548275 Tpr . A . Simms, 30/4/28.
548262 Tpr . R . F . Simms, 26 /4/28.
54 8395 Tpr . F . G . Simpson, 1/6/28.
548382 Tpr . W . Sisson, 30/5/28.
548363 Tpr . C . A . Slark, 24/5/28.
548292 Tpr . F . H . Smith, 1/5/28.
548302 Tpr . G . H . Smith, 3/5/28.
548385 Tpr . S . Smythe, 30/5/28.
54 8 375 Tpr . J . A . Snape, 31/5/28.
548281 Tpr . G . E . Snashall, 1/5/28.
548348 Tpr . R . G . Sproule, 18/5/28.
548413 Tpr . J . Sutherst, 12/6/28.
548419 Tpr . T . Swift, 14/6/28.
543232 Tpr . J . Thompson, 23/4/28.
54 8 30 3 Tpr . T . L . Tomlinson, 3/5/28.
548386 Tpr . J . W . Tompkin, 1/6/28.
548280 Tpr . D . Torrens, 2/5/28.
548381 Tpr . L . Turton, 29/5/28.
54 8 3 1 3 Tpr . W . S . G . Upfold, 11/5/28.
4909393 Tpr . F . R . Wall, 7/6/28.
54 8 379 Tpr . H . J . Walton, 29/5/28.
54 8 3 1 4 Tpr . J . W . Warner, 10/5/28.
54 8 3 0 5 Tpr . T . A . Watts, 7/5/28.
548418 Tpr . H . Whipp, 14/6/28.
54 82 4 2 Tpr . J . H . Whitehead, 25/4/28.
548186 Tpr . E . R . Whitworth, 13/4/28.
548380 Tpr . F . C . Wicks, 30/5/28.
5045180 Tpr . F . W . Williamson, 11/6/28.
54 8 3 8 7 Tpr . R . Woffinden, 2/6/28.
54 8 33 6 Tpr . R . T . Woodhouse, 14/5/28.
POSTINGS FROM OTHER UNITS.
The undermentioned N .C.Os. and men were
posted from 11th Hussars, with effect from May
21st, 1928 :534089 Far .-Sergt . A . E . Colston.
534395 Far .-Sergt . W . Lutner.
535 00 5 Sad .-Cpl . B . Williams.
536227 Sad .-Cpl . J . G . Brown.
535 886 Cpl. (S .T .M .) L . W . G . Chapple.
535 811 Farr . A . Richards.
543263 Farr . \V. Mace.
31 2873 Farr . P . Callan.
Posted from 4th Hussars, with effect from April
26th, 1928, 572169 Tpr . G . Murray.
Transferred from The Gloucestershire Regiment,
with effect from May 25th, 1928, 5179627 Tpr.
F . L . Jones.
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Promoted Sergeant Trumpeter, May 31st, 1928,
537 8 3 8 L ./Sgt . E . Glenister.
Promoted Corporal and appointed Band Corporal,
May 31st, 1928, 538315 L ./Cpl . \V . McNeill.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . were appointed
Paid Lance-Corporals, with effect from the dates
stated :
543785 L ./Cpl . J . McGuinness, 28/4/28.
534048 L ./Cpl . R . Birch . 1/5/28.
546363 L/Cpl . A . Griffin, 8/5/28.
53475 1 L ./Cpl . A . Kidd, 31/5/28.
534237 L ./Cpl . S . Vipond, 29/6/28.
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The undermentioned men were appointed UnpaidLance-Corporals, with effect from dates as stated :—
546954 L ./Cpl . J . T . Ennals, 5/4/ 28.
54409 8 L ./Cpl . A . Wells, 25/4/28.
546615
L ./Cpl . G . Wilson,
25/4/28
546728 L ./Cpl . C . Smith, 25/4/28.
54 6954 L ./Cpl . A . Coulson, 17/5/28.
Appointed Farrier, April 14th, 1928, 4530765
Tpr . H . Poulter.
Appointed Trumpeters, June 6th, 1928, 546647
Tpr . F . A . Williams, and 544215 Tpr . J . J . Clarke.
Attained the age of 18 years, May 9th, 1928,
545030 Boy R . E . Hutchings.
REVERSIONS.
Relinquished the appointment of Trumpeter,
June 6th, 1928 :
53475 1 L ./Cpl . A . Kidd.
54 2 991 Tpr . J . Forward.
7817282 Tpr . J . Langton.
RE-ENGAGEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS OF
SERVICE.
The undermentioned extended their services to
complete 12 years with the Colours :
53409 0 Tpr. E . J . Cowley, 28/4/28.
534 261 Far .-Cpl . F . Clark, 2/4/28.
387650 Sad .-Cpl . W . Daly, 25/5/28.
6600 Cpl . T . Diamond, 16/6/28.
The undermentioned re-engaged to complete 21
years with the Colours :
534590 S .S .M . I . S . Deardon, 13/4/28.
534 2 3 6 Sergt . G . Donovan, 25/4/28.
534 16 3 Sergt . W . C . H . Malins, 2/6/28.
537 62 4 Sergt . E . Wilson, 25/4/28.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The undermentioned Officer and N .C .O . cbtained
a Special Certificate at a Course of Instruction held
at the Equitation School from 18/7/27 to 18/5/28 :—
Lieut . D . Dawnay.
529171 L ./Cpl . W . J . Frisby.
Qualified " Q .1 ." at a Course of Instruction held
at the Small Arms School (Netheravon Wing) from
10/2/28 to 5/4/ 28 , 534443 L ./Cpl . F . Cutting.
TRADE TESTS.
Passed Class III, Group " C " 21/5/28.
5613813 Tpr . A . H . Bennett.
545607 Tpr . V . Forrest.
5479 1 9 Tpr . G. Moore.
Passed Class II, Group " C " 27/6/28 :—
453 0 7 6 5 Farr . H . Poulter.
5 .13002 Farr . W' . E . Waite.
MEDALS.
Awarded the silver medal for Long Service and
Good Conduct, with gratuity :
534 035 S .Q .M .S . T . W . Snell.
534034 Sergt . G . H . B . Hill.
537339 Sad .-Sergt . W . Clifton.
EDUCATION.
Awarded a Special Certificate at an examination
held at Hounslow on 21/3/28 . 543361 Cpl . E . P.
Mordaunt, M .M .

Awarded a pass in Music towards a Special
Certificate at an examination held at Hounslow on
21/3/28, 544216 Tpr. J . L . Martin.
Awarded 1st Class Certificates, 21/3/28 :—
534060 Sergt . C . G . Wells.
534163 Sergt . W . V . Malins.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men were
awarded subjects as stated towards a 1st Class
Certificate on 21/3/28 :
543815 Cpl . J . Garcia, Mathematics and
Geography.
643028 L ./Cpl . T . Davis, English, Mathematics and Map Reading.
544160 Boy S . J . Evans . Mathematics.
544 11 7 Boy J . Stanley Mathematics (Distinguished).
The undermentioned were awarded 2nd Class
Certificates on 27/4/28
546716 Tpr . B . Adkins.
546662 Tpr . J . Allison.
5613813 Tpr . A . Bennett.
543 2 94 Tpr . G . W . Borrows.
546188 Tpr . R . Bragg.
546717 Tpr . B . Brooks.
546954 Tpr. A . Coulson.
543756 Tpr . B . L . Fisk.
546927 Tpr . R . Gleave.
5459 8 3 Tpr . W . Guest.
5479 18 Tpr . A . Holland.
546940 Tpr . F . Horler.
545 61 5 Tpr . C . H . Humphrey.
547 893 Tpr . E . E . B . Lee.
546721 Tpr . W . McCulloch.
5612557 Tpr . E . Meilton.
546751 Tpr . J . Morton.
546722 Tpr . A . Murkin.
545462 Tpr . F . Mynett.
548117 Tpr . W . Noirmot.
5479 0 5 Tpr . E . N . Nowell.
546537 Tpr . J . C . Parker.
546936 Tpr . J . Pickavance.
546836 Tpr . J . Redfearn.
545977 Tpr . W . Shears.
546951 Tpr . W . J . Smith.
547745 Tpr . J . Sotherton.
54794 1 Tpr . W . C . Thomas.
547278 Tpr . L . Wheatcroft.
547892 Tpr . C . E . Whindle.
54544 8 Tpr . H . Wood.
The undermentioned were awarded 3rd Class
Certificates on 20/4/28 :
54 6 933 Tpr . J . Aherne.
Tpr . S . Anderson.
546293
547 0 55 Tpr . C . Aveyard.
547 0 45 Tpr . J . Gee.
54 6 45 1 H . Hadley.
54795 6 Tpr . J . Hall.
548142 Tpr . H . Hallam.
5479 11 Tpr . E . Hobbs.
547 0 9 2 Tpr . T . Holden.
548141 Tpr . T . Jackson.
54 81 53 Tpr . R . Larman.
548146 Tpr . J . Locker.
399 7 09 Tpr . C . McBride.
5491
Tpr . G . Moore.
54 624 5 Tpr . A . W . Mott.
548116 Tpr . J . Mottram.
653 c 7 6 5 Farr . H . Poulter.
548113 Tpr . H . Preston.
54 6457 Tpr . J . Pringle.
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547056 Tpr . F . Pryor.
547013 Tpr . F . Reynolds.
548098 Tpr . A . Rogerson.
5667848 Tpr . G . Smith.
545613 Tpr . D . Smith.
547096 Tpr . S . Smith.
547900 Tpr . H . Swatton.
546752 Tpr . T . Thompson.
The undermentioned were awarded 3rd Class
Certificates on 11/6/28 :
J48261 Tpr . H . Adams.
548225 Tpr . \V . Beal.
548309 Tpr . H . Blakeborough.
548311 Tpr . A . Deacon.
548264 Tpr . C . Dixson.
780978 Tpr . S . Fletcher.
548228 Tpr . R . Gradwell.
. P . Hammond.
23 Tpr
8 54
54 82 34 Tpr . G . Harris.
548316 Tpr . . . Hicks.
54823
Tpr. H . Hollier.
54 82 74 Tpr . \V . Holt.
7747 8 7 Tpr . P . Jarman.
548202 Boy \V . Jones.
54 82 45 Tpr . W . Jones.
54 82 44 Tpr . 'H . Lambdon.
Tpr . D . Mardell.
548267
548312 Tpr. J . Mason.
548284 Tpr F. Mitchell.
54 82 77 Tpr . G . Montague.
534 88 3 0 Tpr . F . Mowthorpe.
548224 Tpr . C . F . Muddiman.
548246 Tpr . A . Rollo.
54 8054 Boy C . Scriven.
54823
Tpr . J . Thompson.
4852
Tpr . J . Whitehead .
DISCHARGES
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men were
discharged during the quarter :—
3 894 08 Sergt.-Tptr . A . E . Frape.
534 283 L ./Cpl . G . J . Barber.
543 2 55 L ./Cpl . B . H . P . Barnes.
5494 101 Tpr . F . T . Anderson.
548144 Tpr . F . G . Bacon.
546709 Tpr . S . Bailey.
10 5 2 343 Tpr . E . F . Bland.
548315 Tpr . J . J . Cottam.
548124 Tpr . G . L . Davies.
548278 Tpr . R . Dooler.
548115 Tpr . J . Goddard.
546753 Tpr . J . R . Husband.
548325 Tpr . J . McGregor.
54 8 373 Tpr . E . W . Parfitt.
548140 Tpr . A . Rhodes.
548302 Tpr . G . H . Smith.
546715 Tpr . S . F . E . Strange.
54 6 94 8 Tpr . A . P . Ward.
312965 Tpr . H . \V . Ward.
548305 Tpr. T . A . Watts.
TRANSFERS TO THE ARMY RESERVE.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men were
transferred to the Army Reserve during the quarter
534653 Sad .-Cpl . W . F . Alvey.
534 2 3 1 Cpl . E . W . Fitch.
534 181 L ./Cpl . D . Hayes.
5345 00 L ./Cpl . S . Want.
5340 9 6 L ./Cpl . (S .T .M .) W . J . Fortey.
534615 Tpr . R Austin .

530874 Bdsmn . J . H . Avery.
54 6 93 1 Tpr . G . Gledhill.
534667 Farr . G . Greenwood.
534232 Tpr . R . A . W . Hawes.
546186 Tpr . T . Latham.
534613 Tpr . J . Vass.
534410 Tpr . A . \V . Yenning.
534 182 Tpr . T . J . Woof.
TRANSFERS TO OTHER REGIMENTS . Transferred to 1st Bn . The Irish Guards,
115/28, 546650 Tpr . M . Cullen.
MARRIAGES.
BARRISKILL—BOUNDS .—On March 10th, 1928, at
Southwark, No . 7578827 Arm .-Staff-Sergt . H.
Barriskill to Miss Mildred Florence Bounds.
GROVES—VOLLER .—On June 2nd, 1928, at Hawley,
No . 543248 Tpr . L . H . Groves to Miss Dulcie
Evelyn Maud Voller.
HOLLAND BRADY .—On March 7th, 1925, at
Doncaster, No . 547918 Tpr . A . Holland to Miss
Lily Brady.
LEDBURY—MEDLICOTT .—On August 13th, 1927,
No . 542968 Tpr . S. C . Ledbury to Miss
Kathleen Dorothy Medlicott.
O ' CONNELL—HEMMINGS .—On April 8th, 1928, at
Wimbledon, No . 732288 Tpr . T . O'Connell to
Miss Ellen Hemmings.
RICHARDS—MITCHELL .—On May 26th, 192S, at
Folkestone, No . 535811 Farr . A . E . Richards
to Miss Ivy Dorothy Lilian Mitchell.

LIST

OF SUBSCRIBERS
(Continued).

General The Viscount Byng of Vimy, G .C .B .,
G .C .M .G ., M .V .O.
Colonel R. P . Sandeman.
Major Ivan Guthrie, M .C.
Lieut .-Colonel The Viscount Downe, C .M .G ., D .S .O.
Capt . C . B . Wilson . M .C.
Capt . F . W . Malins.
A . E . Lowther, Esq.
Colonel A . H . Farquharson.
Major G . E . Gosling, M .C.
Colonel S . L . Barry, C .M .G ., C .B .E ., D .S .O ., M .V .O.
Major E . W . E . Palmes, M .C.
Capt . J . S. M . Wardell, M .B .E.
Lieut .-Colonel The, Lord George Scott.
Capt . Lord W . M . Scott, M .C.
Brigadier-General A . G . Seymour, D.S .O ., M.V.O.
Colonel R . B . Fisher-Childe, C .B.
Colonel H . Alexander, D .S .O.
D . C . Haldeman, Esq.
Lieut .-Colonel R . H . F . W . Wilson, D .S .O.
R. H . C . Thomas, Esq.
Major E . P. Awdry, M .C.
Lieut .-Colonel Sir M . R. H . Wilson, Bt ., C .S .I .,
D .S.O.
Lieut .-Colonel E . H . W . Williams, D .S .O.
Major \V . P . Littlewood.
The Lord Southampton, M .F .H.
Major The Lord Bellew.
Capt . H . C . Brocklehurst.
Charles Humbert, Esq.
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Lieut.-Colonel R . M . Courtney.
Lieut.-Colonel F . B . Inkster.
Major E . A . Divitt.
Major H . N . Bate.
Capt . E . F . Gervan.
Lieut. C . C . Baker.
Lieut. E . A . M . Jarvis.
Lieut. M . F. Rogers.
Lieut . J . Gamble.
Lieut . F . D . Anderson.
Mr. G . Finn.
Mr. R . H . Barnard.
Mr . E . F . Carter.
Mr. \V . A . Nisbet.
Mr . E . G. Hemming.
Mr . J . H . Herrerd.
Mr . J . M . Loader.
Mr . G . Pragnell.
Mr . C . Foster.
Mr . Wharton King.
Mr . H . E . R . Gillett.
Mr . T . Russell.
Mr . L . Huggins.
Mr . W . Rawson.
Mr . W . J . Rawlinson
Mr . J . G . Jarvis.
Mr. E . F . Bland.
Mr . C . F . Shepperd.
Mr . O . N . Hollely.
Mr . W . Goatcher.
Mr . C. Boyd
Mr . F . W. Stevens.
Mr . W . J . Such.
Mr . W . T . Smeed.
Mr . J . W. D . Turner.
Mr . F . C . Ward.
Mr . A . J . Ward.
Mr. J . Holland.
Mr . E . E. Langford.
Miss E . M . M . Luscombe.
Mr. J . E . Marshall.
Mr. T . M . Jukes.
Mr. F . Aldred.
Mr. C. W. Elvis.
Mr. H . H . Stockton.
Mr. C. J . Hall.
Mr. W . Gilbert.
Mr. W . H . Brumpton.
Mr. G . A . Francis.
Mr. A . Gerrard.
Mr. R . Page.
Mr . R . Dobin.
Mr. A . Sager.
Mr. R . C . Sporle.
Mr . B . H . Hickson.
Mr . W . Flitton.
Mr . S . T . F . Gouldstone.
Mr . E . Errett.
Mr. A, Whale.
Mr . W . Lanham.
Mr . W . W . Mahoney.
Mr . T . E . Cox.
Mr . A . O'Connell.
Mr . F . Brown.
Mr . J . O'Brien.
Mr . A . B . Tomsett.
Mr . C . Silverwood.
Mr . F . Mason.
Mr . A . Woodgate (Junior).
Mr . G. C . Sidell.
Mr . C . Gorringe.
Mr. C . Johnson .

Mr W . J . Goater.
Mr . W . Royes.
Mr . A . D . Purcell.
Mr . F . E . Thomas.
Mr . W . Perkis
Mr . S . J . Nelson.
Mr . E . A . Evans.
Mr . P . Miller.
Mr . H . G . Banner.
Mr . A . J . Webb.
Mr . W . H . Furniss.
Mr . J . Stiles.
Mr . H . W . King.
Mr . A. Geering.
Mr . F . D . Shea.
Mr . W . J . Martin.
Mr . F . J . Cotter.
Mr . T . Cowley.
Mr . H . Bushell.
Mrs. J . Standing.
Mr . G . Farrant.
Mr . F . Hill, F .I .S .A.
Mr . W . S . Fitchett.

N our last number we remarked how disappointed we were at the poor response
to our competition for the would-be
artists in the Regiment for possible headplates for the Regimental GAZETTE, and
we must again voice our disappointment
for the lack of entries . Altogether only
three entries were received, two of these
having to he ruled out, as the sketches
were done in pencil instead of black ink.
The prize of one guinea was therefore
awarded to Tpr . Stanley, of the Band.
Trooper Stanley is to be warmly commended on his attempts to supply us with
what we require, and we sincerely wish
that his striving interest could be imbued
by others, who seem very loath to put
pen to paper.
A great many of you seem to think that
if you cannot write an article for the
GAZETTE you cannot do anything, but we
beg- to point out that everyone can do
something in some way or other . If you
cannot write, then draw ; if you cannot
write or draw, then take snaps : if you
cannot write, draw, or take snaps, then
watch the newspapers, magazines, books,
etc ., for anything that might be of interest
to the Regiment ; cut it out and send it in.
We beg to point out that our next
number will he received in Egypt, and we
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recommend all readers who wish their
relations or friends to have a copy to
order well in advance, so that the copy
can be sent by the printers in England
direct to the relation or friend.
The simplest way to do it is to obtain
from the GAZETTE Office a subscription
form, fill it in, give it to the Hon.
Secretary and Treasurer, together with
the fee, and leave the rest to us . Thus
instead of the GAZETTE being sent out to
Egypt and posted back to England by
you, it will be posted in England (by the
printers) and sent direct to the address on
the subscription form.
The rates of- subscription to the Regimental GAZETTE are as follows :
Officers and other sub...
scribers
I f sent by post
...
Past
and
Present
N .C .Os . and Men . . .
If sent by post
...
x

*

For
12 Months .
s, d .

For
One Copy.
d.

6 o
6 6

i 6
i 8

4 0
4 6

I

o

I 2

*

We beg to point out that we are
receiving numerous subscription forms
requesting the GAZETTE to be sent by post,
but not including the cost of postage in
the fee sent . We are sure that this is only
a slight oversight on the part of the
sender, but by pointing it out now it will
probably save confusion later on.
*
*
*
All literary contributions and inquiries
should be sent to :
THE EDITOR,
THE N ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE,
CAVALRY BARRACKS,
Hounslow.
All cheques and postal orders should
be made payable to the Hon . Secretary
and Treasurer, and crossed " Not negotiable & Co ."
All inquiries and payments for advertising in the GAZETTE should be sent direct
to the printers :
MESSRS . GALE & POLDEN, LTD .,

WELLINGTOn WORKS,
ALDERSHOT.
N .B .—Please note that on or about
September 10th, 1928, the GAZETTE Office
will close, and will re-open when the
Regiment arrives in Egypt .

We beg to bring to your notice that a
number of copies of the " History of the
6th Cavalry Brigade during the European
War " are still unsold . The original price
of this book was 4s . 6d ., but they can
now be bought for the sum of Is . 6d . by
applying to the Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer of this Journal.
*
* *
Anyone requiring copies of any of the
photographs reproduced in the GAZETTE
should write to the Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer for full information.
*
* *
Once again we beg to remind literary
contributors that a space of at least an
inch must be left as a margin on the lefthand side of the paper to allow for
Editor's corrections to be placed therein
*
* *
It is notified for information that the
8th New Zealand Mounted Rifles (Nelson), one of our allied regiments, has
been re-designated " The Nelson Marlborough Mounted Rifles," with headquarters at Blenheim.

We are very pleased to receive from the
officers of The Princess Louise Dragoon
Guards, Ottawa, Canada (our other
allied regiment), ten annual subscriptions
to the GAZETTE, for which we thank them
very much . We are also pleased to note
that they have promised to send us some
copy for the GAZETTE in the near future,
and we sincerely hope that the two regiments will become better acquainted
through this medium.
*
* *
The net circulation of the GAZETTE is as
follows : —
On the list
of addresses.

Ex-Officers . . .
. ..
Ex-N .C .Os . and men
Other Subscribers . . .
Serving Officers,
N .C .Os . and men

PRINTED BY GALE & POLDEN, LTD ., WELLINGTON WORKS, ALDERSHOT

90

Registered
Subscribers.

18

67
117
i8

580

550

1888

752

1,200

. 683-F.

